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WHO REGULATES CONSUMER FINANCIAL PRODUCTS IN CANADA?

FEDERAL
REGULATOR
Department of
Finance

Office of the
Superintendent
of Financial
Institutions
(OSFI)

Financial
Consumer
Agency of
Canada (FCAC)

Financial
Transactions
and Reports
Analysis Centre
of Canada
(FINTRAC)
Ombudsman
1

DESCRIPTION OF MANDATE
Appoints the Commissioner of
the FCAC (see below).
Recommends legislative
changes to Parliament to
protect the interests of
consumers.
Supervises federally regulated
financial institutions and
pension plans to ensure they
are financially sound and
compliant with other statutory
requirements, intervening as
required. Creates rules and
guidelines for federally
regulated financial
institutions. Provides
approvals for certain financial
transactions.
Ensures that federallyregulated financial institutions
comply with their statutory
obligations to consumers.
Provide information to
consumers about their rights
against financial institutions.
More detail below.
Collects, analyzes and assesses
information related to money
laundering. All financial
institutions are required to
report information to FINTRAC
in relation to certain banking
transactions. Suspicious
transactions must be
reported.
Provides dispute resolution

REGULATED ENTITIES

COVERAGE
N/A

Banks (including foreign
banks), insurance
companies, federally
incorporated or registered
trust and loan companies,
cooperative credit
associations, pension plans
and Fraternal Benefit
Societies. 1 I.e., all federally
incorporated financial
institutions and federally
regulated employersponsored pension plans.
FCAC regulates the same
entities as OFSI with the
exception of: foreign bank
representative offices,
fraternal benefit societies,
or cooperative credit
associations.
FCAC also regulates
payment card network
operators.
Banks, financial dealers,
money services businesses,
life insurance companies
and agents, government
agencies that take
deposits, accountants or
accounting firms, real
estate agents and brokers,
casinos
Participating banks and

Pension Plans
Insurance
Mortgage
underwriting

Retail banking
products
(chequing/savings
accounts, credit
products, etc.)
Visa
MasterCard
Interac
Prepaid payment
cards
Large cash
transactions
Electronic funds
transfers
Casino
disbursements
Suspicious
transactions
Consumer and

Fraternal benefit societies have a representative form of governance and are operated for fraternal, benevolent
or religious purposes. They provide life and/or accident and/or sickness insurance to their members. Examples of
Canadian fraternal benefit societies are: Toronto Police Widows and Orphans Fund and Teachers Life Insurance
Society.
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for Banking
Services and
Investments
(OBSI)
ADR Chambers
Banking
Ombudsman
Office (ADRBO)

Canada Deposit
Insurance
Corporation
(CDIC)
ONTARIO
Ontario
Ministry of
Finance

Financial
Services
Commission of
Ontario
(FSCO)
Deposit
Insurance
Corporation of
Ontario
(DICO)

Financial
2

services to customers of
participating banks and
investment firms

investment firms

small business
customers

Privately-run dispute
resolution service for
customers of participating
banks. Investigates customer
complaints & provides nonbinding recommendations.
Regulated by the FCAC as an
External Complaints Body
Federal insurer of eligible
deposits held at member
financial institutions

Bank of Nova Scotia
Tangerine
DirectCash Bank
National Bank of Canada
Royal Bank of Canada
TD Bank Group

Retail bank
consumers

Banks
Federally regulated trust
and loan companies
Federally regulated credit
unions

Eligible deposits
held in Canadian
dollars
(chequing/savings,
registered
accounts,
GICs/term
deposits)

Prepares and administers
provincial budget. Creates
economic, fiscal and taxation
policy. Oversees the
regulation of financial
products in the province. 2

FSCO
DICO
FSRAO
OSC

N/A

Protects the public interest
and enhances public
confidence by ensuring
financial service providers
comply with provincial
legislation. (But see FSRAO
below)
Prudential regulator and
deposit insurer for the credit
unions and caisses populaires
in Ontario

Insurance sector, pension
plans, loan and trust
companies, credit unions,
caisses populaires,
mortgage brokering and
co-operative corporations

New independent regulator

Insurance companies

Mortgages
Insurance
Credit
Unions/Caisses
Populaires
Provincial pension
plans
Chequing/savings
accounts
Certified
cheques/money
orders
Registered
accounts (RSP,
TFSA RESP, RDSP)
GICs/term deposits
Mortgages

Ontario credit unions and
caisses populaires

A list of agencies and boards with which the Ministry works can be found here:
https://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/about/agencies.html
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Services
Regulatory
Authority of
Ontario
(FSRAO)

which will supervise entities
currently regulated by FSCO
and DICO. Expected to launch
June 2019.
http://www.fsrao.ca/

Credit unions/caisses
populaires
Loan & trust companies
Mortgage brokers
Pension plan
administrators

Ontario
Securities
Commission
(OSC)

Protects investors by
administering and enforcing
the Securities Act and the
Commodity Futures Act.
Contributes to the health of
Ontario’s economy by creating
rules to prevent misconduct
and investigating alleged
breaches. The OSC has the
power to initiate enforcement
proceedings.

Investment firms
Individuals providing
investment services
(dealers, advisers, fund
managers)

Regulates financial institutions
and cooperatives in Manitoba
https://www.gov.mb.ca/finan
ce/

Cooperatives
Credit unions
Insurance companies
Trust & loan companies

Accounts/products
/services held at
regulated entities

Regulates the securities
industry to ensure consumers
are protected and to promote
fair capital markets. Includes
an administrative branch that
handles day-to-day activities
(such as registrations) and a
policy making group.

Investment firms
Individuals providing
investment services

An independent, quasi-judicial
administrative tribunal that
oversees public utilities and
designated monopolies. PUB
sets rates for various public
utilities

PUB sets rates for:
Manitoba Hydro
Manitoba Public Insurance
(Crown auto insurance
corporation)
Natural Gas
Water/Wastewater
services
Payday loans

Investment
products
Similar to Ontario,
it works with
industry SROs,
which are national,
to ensure
compliance with
provincial laws.
Public utilities (gas,
hydro,
water/wastewater,
etc.)
Payday loans
Automobile
insurance

MANITOBA
Financial
Institutions
Regulation
Branch
(FIRB)
Manitoba
Securities
Commission
(MSC)

Public Utilities
Board
(PUB)

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS
Canadian Bankers
Financial Lobbying Group
Association

Pension plans
Insurance
(property/casualty,
life/health)
Accounts held at
credit
unions/caisses
populaires
Investment
products, including
group RESPs
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Canadian Credit Union
Association

Works on national regulatory and network compliance (focus on payments network
compliance)

Financial Consumer Agency of Canada
FCAC administers the consumer provisions in the federal financial institutions statutes.
Under the current FCAC Supervision Framework 3, once a compliance concern has been
identified, an investigation and evaluation process is undertaken. If the investigation highlights
a compliance concern, the FCAC’s response will depend on factors such as: harm to consumers,
risk of reoccurrence, controls in place, and the level of cooperation with FCAC. 4 The FCAC will
then issue a Notice to the company based on the level of severity of the breach. A “level 3”
notice, the most severe, also results in a compliance report that outlines the facts, severity and
recommendations for addressing the compliance issue. 5 The financial entity is given 30
calendar days to respond to the facts. A level 3 notice may also result in a Notice of Violation. In
addition to any level of Notice of Breach, the FCAC may require the financial entity to enter into
an Action Plan or a Compliance Agreement to respond to the breach.
In the 2019 federal budget, the Government of Canada announced that the Minister of
Finance would be appointing “a governance council” to “guide FCAC in its expanded mandate
and promote the confidence of Canadians in our financial consumer protection system.” 6
INTERNATIONAL REGULATORS OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
United States
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
CFPB administers federal laws aimed at protecting consumers of financial products and
services. Its key functions are enforcement of consumer protection laws, and empowerment
and education of consumers. 7 The supervision branch of the CFPB conducts regular monitoring
of financial institutions and may conduct investigations. It can bring a civil action against
financial institutions either in federal court or in an administrative adjudication proceeding.8
Non-compliance may result in a penalty payable to the Civil Penalty Fund or a payment directly
3

Financial Consumer Agency of Canada, “Supervision Framework” (October 2018), online:
https://www.canada.ca/content/dam/fcac-acfc/documents/services/industry/supervision-framework.pdf.
4
Ibid at 11-12.
5
Ibid at 12.
6
Budget 2019, Annex 4 at 330.
7
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “The Bureau”, online: < https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/thebureau/>.
8
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “Enforcement”, online: < https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policycompliance/enforcement/>.
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to the harmed consumer. The Civil Penalty Fund may be used to compensate consumers or
create programs for consumer education and financial literacy. 9 CFPB also exercises a rule
making function in which it creates procedural guidelines for compliance and interprets federal
statutory requirements.10
Federal Trade Commission – Bureau of Consumer Protection, Division of Financial Practices
The Division of Financial Practices of the FTC ( the “Division”) works to protect
consumers against unfair, deceptive or fraudulent practices.11 It takes complaints from
consumers and investigates companies and individuals offering financial products and
services. 12 The Division commences legal action against parties who engaged in deceptive or
fraudulent practices and seeks orders to refund consumers for amounts they may have paid or
orders preventing companies or individuals from providing financial products and services. 13
United Kingdom
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
The FCA is an independent conduct and prudential regulator of the financial markets in
the United Kingdom. Its key functions are to protect consumers, protect the financial markets
and promote competition. 14 The FCA oversees banks, credit unions, financial advisors,
securities and competition law. 15 It is in charge of granting authorization to any person or firm
who wants to conduct business in the UK financial markets. The FCA aims to protect consumers
and the financial markets by creating rules, imposing penalties for non-compliance and/or
removing or suspending a firm’s or individual’s authorization to conduct business. 16 It may also
bring criminal action against firms for financial crimes such as insider trading, or it may apply to
the courts for injunctions and orders. 17
9

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “Payments to harmed consumers”, online:
<https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/payments-harmed-consumers/>.
10
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “Rulemaking”, online: <https://www.consumerfinance.gov/policycompliance/rulemaking/>.
11
Federal Trade Commission, “Bureau of Consumer Protection”, online: < https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/bureausoffices/bureau-consumer-protection>.
12
Ibid.
13
Federal Trade Commission, “About the Bureau of Consumer Protection”, online: < https://www.ftc.gov/aboutftc/bureaus-offices/bureau-consumer-protection/about-bureau-consumer-protection>.
14
Financial Conduct Authority, “About Us”, online: <https://www.fca.org.uk/about/the-fca>.
15
Ibid.
16
Financial Conduct Authority, “Protecting Consumers”, online <https://www.fca.org.uk/about/protectingconsumers>.
17
Financial Conduct Authority, “Enforcement”, online <https://www.fca.org.uk/about/enforcement>.
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CURRENT REGULATORY LANDSCAPE: REGULATION OF FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
ACCESS TO BASIC BANKING SERVICES
Introduction

In 2003, the Access to Basic Banking Services Regulations 18 (the “Regulations”) came
into force under the Bank Act. 19 The purpose of the Regulations is to assist low-income
Canadians to access financial services. The Regulations reduced identification requirements
needed to open a bank account and cash federal government cheques.20 Despite the
introduction of the Regulations, many low-income Canadians still do not have access to, or
choose not to access, basic banking services. 21
Legislative History

In 1996, as part of the regular review of the legislation provided for in the sunset
provisions of the Bank Act, 22 the Minister of Finance appointed the Task Force on the Future of
the Canadian Financial Services Sector (the “MacKay Task Force”) to conduct a comprehensive
study of the financial services sector. 23 The MacKay Task Force identified access to basic
banking services for low-income consumers as a key issue. 24 In response, the major banks
committed to reducing identification requirements to open an account and to cash federal
government cheques. In 2003, the government enacted the Regulations pursuant to
subsections 448.1(3) and 458.1(2) and section 459.4 of the Bank Act.25
The Regulations fall under the Bank Act which applies to Schedule I banks (domestic
Canadian banks such as BMO and RBC), and Schedule II banks (subsidiaries of foreign banks,
such as Citibank and HSBC). 26 Federal credit unions are also subject to the Bank Act, and are
supervised by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (“OSFI”). 27 The Bank Act
does not apply to provincial credit unions, which are provincially-regulated. Provincial
legislation governing credit unions does not contain provisions about identification

18

Access to Basic Banking Services Regulations, SOR 2003-184 [Regulations].
Bank Act, SC 1991, c 46, ss 2, 13 [Bank Act].
20
Canada, Department of Finance Canada, Reforming Canada’s Financial Services Sector: A Framework for the
Future (Ottawa: Department of Finance Canada, 25 June 1999) at 5 [Task Force Report].
21
Poonam Puri and Andrew Nichol, “Developments in Financial Services Regulation: A Comparative Perspective”
(2014), 55 Can Bus LJ 454 at 459.
22
Bank Act, supra note 18 at s 21.
23
Task Force Report, supra note 19 at 5.
24
Ibid, at 47.
25
Regulations, supra note 17.
26
Bank Act, supra note 18 at s 14.
27
Ibid, s 2. *Federal credit union means a bank that, within the meaning of section 12.1, is organized and carries on
business on a cooperative basis.
19
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requirements for membership, since this is instead governed by the individual credit union’s bylaws.
Opening a Retail Deposit Account

Section 448.1(1) of the Bank Act provides that a bank shall open an account in response
to a request in person, subject to the regulations. The Act prohibits banks from requiring the
customer to make a minimum deposit or to maintain a minimum balance. 28 Monthly or other
fees attached to these accounts are not regulated in the Act or Regulations. Voluntary
guidelines on providing a low- or no-fee bank account are discussed below.
An individual who wishes to open a retail deposit account at a bank must present two
pieces of identification from Part A or B of the schedule, one of which must be from Part A.
Identification from Part A includes a driver’s license, Canadian passport, birth certificate, etc.
whereas identification from Part B includes an employee identity card, a bank or credit card, or
foreign passport. Alternatively, the Regulations provide individuals with the option of
presenting one piece of identification from Part A and confirmation of identity by a client in
good standing with the bank or an individual of good standing in the community where the
bank is located. 29
A bank can refuse to open an account for an individual for any of the following reasons:
• there are reasonable grounds to expect that the account will be used for illegal
or fraudulent purposes; the individual has a history of illegal or fraudulent
activity in relation to financial services; there are reasonable grounds to believe
that the individual made a material misrepresentation; there are reasonable
grounds to believe that they must refuse to open the account to protect
customers and employees from physical harm, harassment or abuse; or the
individual has not provided adequate information to open an account.30
Bankruptcy on its own, without evidence of fraud or illegal activity is not reasonable
grounds to decline opening an account.31 If the bank refuses to open an account, it must
provide a notice of refusal to the individual in writing and information on how the individual
may contact the Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (“FCAC”) to file a complaint or receive
more information.32 A review of Canadian bank websites indicates that most banks have a
general document about the Regulations and how customers may contact the FCAC. 33
Cashing of Certain Government of Canada Cheques and Other Instruments
28

Supra note 18, s 448.1(2).
Regulations, supra note 17 at ss 4(1)(a)(i)-(ii).
30
Ibid, s 3(1)(a)-(e).
31
Ibid. s 3(2).
32
Ibid, s 5.
33
See, eg, TD Canada Trust, “Access to Basic Banking Services”, online:
<https://www.tdcanadatrust.com/accounts/pdfs/basic_banking_services.pdf>.
29
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If an individual is not a customer of a bank, they can still request that the bank cash a
federal government cheque up to a maximum amount of $1,500.34 An individual who wishes to
cash a cheque must present two pieces of identification from those in Part A or B of the
schedule. Alternatively, an individual can present one piece of ID from Part A or B if it has the
signature and photo of the individual, or the identity of the individual can be confirmed by a
client in good standing with the bank or an individual of good standing in the community where
the bank is located.35
The bank can refuse to cash a cheque if the cheque has been altered or is counterfeit,
the cheque is for more than $1,500, has been endorsed or signed by a third-party, or the bank
has reasonable grounds to believe that there has been illegal or fraudulent activity in relation to
the cheque. 36 If the bank refuses to cash a cheque, they must provide written notice of refusal
to cash the cheque and information on how the individual may contact the FCAC. 37
Holds on Cheques

The Bank Act also provides for the making of regulations regarding the maximum hold
period for cheques deposited into a retail deposit account.38 These regulations are found in the
Access to Funds Regulations. 39 For cheques drawn on a branch located in Canada and issued in
Canadian dollars,40 the regulations stipulate a maximum hold period of four business days, not
counting the day the cheque is deposited, for less than $1,500 and seven business days for
$1,500 or more, if the cheque is deposited in person – the regulations provide for an additional
business day for cheques deposited other than in person, such as to an automated banking
machine (ABM). 41 The bank must, however, make $100 available immediately, if deposited in
person, or one business day later, if deposited “in any other manner.” 42 There are exceptions
for circumstances when the bank “has reasonable grounds to believe that there is a material
increased credit risk”, 43 when the account has been open for less than 90 days, 44 or when the
cheque is more than six months’ old.45 A bank that relies on the latter two exceptions must
provide written notice of refusal, immediately, if deposited in person, and on request, if

34

Regulations, supra note 17, s 7.
Ibid, s 8.
36
Ibid, s 6.
37
Ibid, s 10.
38
Bank Act, supra note 18, s 458.2.
39
SOR/2012-24. This regulation also applies to federally-regulated credit unions and trust companies.
40
Ibid, s 2.
41
Ibid, s 3.
42
Ibid, s 4.
43
Ibid, s 5.
44
Ibid, s 6(1)(b).
45
Ibid, s 6(1)(d).
35
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deposited in another manner.46 The bank must disclose information about the maximum hold
periods when customers open accounts and make this information publicly available in its
branches. 47
Compliance with the Regulations

In 2005, FCAC conducted a mystery shopping exercise to monitor banks’ compliance
with the Regulations. 48 Approximately 100 trained consumers visited the branches of 17
Canadian banks in 13 different cities.49 Each visit involved either opening a bank account or
cashing a federal government cheque. The overall success rate was 84% for opening a bank
account, and 91% for cashing a cheque.50
Two key areas of concern were identified: the banks studied were not providing
customers with written notices of refusal as per sections 5 and 10 of the Regulations, and there
was still confusion surrounding the identification requirements. 51 As mentioned previously, if
the bank refuses to open an account for the customer, it must provide a written notice of
refusal and information on how to contact the FCAC. The mystery shopping exercise found that
only one in every 11 customers was given written notice of refusal. 52 Further, customers that
produced the necessary identification were refused service. 53 The shopping exercise revealed
that branch staff often asked for photo identification or additional documents beyond the
requirements of the regulations. 54 Following the exercise, FCAC stated that it was “working
with banks to ensure these concerns are addressed.” 55 While there is no specific information
about what that involved, the 2006 FCAC compliance case management process suggests that a
compliance officer may have been assigned to investigate, and letters of concern and notices of
violation may have been sent. 56 The FCAC has not conducted a “mystery shopping exercise”
since 2005 and there is a lack of information on current compliance. 57
46

Ibid, s 6(2).
Ibid, ss 7 and 8.
48
Senate of Canada, Proceedings of the Standing Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and Commerce, 38th Parl,
1st Sess, Issue No 18 (27 October 2005) at 18:39) (Susan Murray) [Senate Committee].
49
John Turley-Ewart, “The Poor Get Good Banking”, National Post (9 December 2005), online:
<http://www.pressreader.com/canada/national-post-latest-edition/20051209/283231618478422>. Note: a search
re: demographic data and identities of the mystery shoppers did not yield any results.
50
Senate Committee, supra note 47 at 18:39.
51
Ibid at 18:40.
52
Ibid.
53
Ibid.
54
Ibid.
55
Ibid.
56
Financial Consumer Agency of Canada, “Annual Report 2005 – 2006” (22 September, 2006) at 44, online:
<http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/FC1-2006E.pdf>.
57
Reuters, “Heft of Canada's bank oversight questioned after reports of customer account mis-selling reported”,
Financial Post (30 March 2017), online: <http://business.financialpost.com/news/economy/heft-of-canadas-bankoversight-questioned-after-reports-of-customer-account-mis-selling-reported>.
47
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2014 Low Cost Account Guidelines

Voluntary guidelines can also serve as a vehicle for improving access to banking for low
income consumers. In Canada, the Harper government implemented the 2014 Low-Cost
Guidelines to provide customers with low-cost or no-cost bank accounts with basic features.
Under the 2014 Low-Cost Guidelines, a customer with a low-cost or no-cost account
qualifies for the following features:
•

•
•

a minimum of 12 debit transactions per month (including at least two in-branch
transactions) (Note: A review of the Big-Five Banks showed that 12 debit
transactions was the maximum number of transactions offered for low-cost
accounts);
cheque writing privileges; and
no extra charges for deposits, debit card, pre-authorized payment forms, monthly
printed statements and online cheque image viewing (Note: A review of the Big-Five
Banks indicates that with respect to other accounts, they do not charge for these
services with the exception of TD, Scotiabank, and CIBC who charge $2.25 for
monthly printed statements). 58

The monthly fee set by the 2014 Low-Cost Guidelines is $4.00 per month. Youth,
students, Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIS) recipient seniors, and Registered Disability
Savings Plan (RDSP) beneficiaries are eligible for an account with the same features as a lowcost account at no cost. 59 Banks are required to use clear and simple language to identify
features and costs of a low-cost and no-cost account.60 Also, banks must provide consumers
with information in branch and online about how to access the Financial Consumer Agency of
Canada’s account selector tool to compare bank accounts.61
Misselling

The FCAC reviewed the sales practices of Canada’s largest banks, in response to news
stories alleging that banking products were being opened without customer consent.
Employees from Canada’s five largest banks reported pressure from their managers to sell,
even when they felt the product was unnecessary for the customer.62 Other employees
58

Department of Finance Canada, “2014 Low-Cost Account Guidelines” (27 May 2014), online:
<http://www.fin.gc.ca/activty/pubs/lca-cfm-eng.asp> [Low Cost Guidelines].
59
Ibid.
60
Ibid.
61
Ibid.
62
CBC story https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/banks-upselling-go-public-1.4023575
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reported opening products or increasing credit limits without customer consent in order to
meet their increased sales goals. 63 The banks claimed the employees’ experiences do not align
with their policies and that they have processes in place to monitor sales goals and practices. 64
According to the FCAC, retail banks have becoming increasingly sales oriented which
may result in sales interests being placed ahead of a customer’s needs.65 The banks’ ability to
compile data about their customers allows them to offer targeted products, resulting in a
change of focus for front-line and call centre employees, who are now expected to identify,
offer and sell products and services to customers or refer them to other departments within
the bank. 66 According to the FCAC, the lack of transparency with respect to sales goals may
make it difficult for customers to determine whose interests an employee is serving when a
certain product is recommended over another.67
The report found that retail banking’s sales-driven culture may lead to mis-selling,
defined as “the sale of financial products that are unsuitable for the consumer; sales that are
made without taking into reasonable account of the consumer’s financial goals, needs and
circumstances and sales where consumers are provided with incomplete, unclear or misleading
information.” 68 The FCAC concluded that risks for mis-selling are present in the retail banking
industry, but there is no widespread mis-selling and that “millions of transactions are
conducted every day without incident.” 69
The FCAC found that in comparison with other risk management frameworks, the banks’
frameworks with respect to the management of sales practice risk were inadequate. 70 The
banks’ board of directors receive limited, high-level information regarding sales practice risk
leaving them less likely to be aware of issues with sales practices.71 For instance, 90-95% of
complaints are resolved at the first point of contact and are not reported or logged. 72 Customer
complaint reports only include complaints that have been elevated to higher levels, which may
distort or conceal issues with employee sales practices. 73
In response, the FCAC identified three enhancements to its programs aimed at
remedying mis-selling. The first enhancement is a new FCAC supervision framework which will
ensure banks have policies to reduce mis-selling and potential breaches of market conduct
63

CBC story https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/banks-upselling-go-public-1.4023575
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3517371-Banks-respond-to-Go-Public-stories.html
65
Financial Consumer Agency of Canada, “Domestic Bank Retail Sales Practices Review” (20 March 2018) at 5
[FCAC report].
66
FCAC report at 6.
67
Ibid.
68
FCAC report at 1.
69
Ibid.
70
FCAC report at 18.
71
Ibid.
72
FCAC report at 21.
73
Ibid.
64
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obligations. 74 The second enhancement to the FCAC is increased resources aimed at supervision
and enforcement.75 Lastly, the FCAC plans to enhance its consumer education materials to
better inform customers about their rights with respect to financial products and stress the
importance of “asking their banks the right questions”. 76

74

FCAC report at 24.
Ibid.
76
Ibid.
75
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PREPAID PAYMENT CARDS
Introduction: What are prepaid payment cards?

Prepaid payment cards can be split into two categories: “closed-loop” and “open-loop”.
A closed-loop prepaid card can only be used at certain locations such as a gift card at a specific
store, or a transit card for a single transportation system. 77 In contrast, open-loop prepaid cards
look and function like traditional credit and debit cards but funds are preloaded onto the
card. 78 As noted by one Ontario judge, these cards “are not credit cards. There is no extension
of credit.” 79 Open-loop cards can be broken down further into single-load (once the card is
spent it is discarded) and reloadable cards that can be topped up through direct deposit, online
transfer, or by cash at a retail location. 80
Prepaid Payment Cards and Access to Banking

In 2015, the open-loop prepaid card market in Canada reached $3.1 billion CAD loaded
onto cards. It is expected that the Canadian market will follow the U.S. where open-loop
prepaid cards are the fastest growing form of electronic payment. 81 In 2014, the total load
value in the U.S. was $264 billion USD.82 Prepaid cards serve as a tool for an estimated 60
million unbanked citizens in the United States. 83 The cards offer more flexibility than traditional
credit cards and can be accessed by a wider range of consumers. A customer does not require a
credit check, strong credit history, or even a bank account to use an open-loop card. 84 In
Bernstein v Peoples Trust Company, discussed below, the judge described open-loop,
reloadable prepaid card users as “immigrants or people with poor credit history, who need a
[credit card] for online shopping or booking hotel rooms” and noted that they “were commonly
sold at payday loan companies like Money Mart”. 85 Advocates of open-loop cards suggest that
preset limits on the cards can help prevent debt accumulation and encourage healthier
budgeting and spending habits. 86 On the other hand, prepaid cards “have a higher cost
structure than credit cards”. 87 These fee structures that may be difficult for the average
consumer to understand. Canadian consumers raised their concerns to the government about

77

Canadian Prepaid Providers Organization, “What is an Open Loop Prepaid Payment?”, online:
<https://www.cppo.ca/about-open-loop/what-is-an-open-loop-prepaid> [CPPO].
78
Ibid.
79
Bernstein v Peoples Trust Company, 2019 ONSC 2867 at para 42 [Bernstein trial judgment].
80
CPPO, supra note 77.
81
Ibid.
82
Ibid.
83
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, “Cards, Cards and More Cards: The Evolution to Prepaid Cards”, (2011), online:
<https://www.stlouisfed.org/publications/inside-the-vault/fall-2011/cards-cards-and-more-cards-the-evolution-toprepaid-cards>.
84
CPPO, supra note 77.
85
Bernstein trial judgment, supra note 79 at paras 34 and 83.
86
CPPO, supra note 77.
87
Bernstein trial judgment, supra note 79 at para 57.
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prepaid cards and the very complicated terms and fees associated with them. This led to the
enactment of the federal Prepaid Payments Products Regulations. 88
Prepaid Payment Products Regulations
Legislative History

In Budget 2011, the Government of Canada promised to develop a consumer protection
framework for customers using prepaid payment products. 89 Further, in the Economic Action
Plan 2013, the federal government promised to develop a financial consumer code to better
protect consumers of financial products and assist them in making responsible financial
decisions. 90 As a result, on May 1, 2014, the Prepaid Payment Products Regulations (the
“Regulations”) came into force.91 The purpose of the Regulations is to ensure that financial
institutions providing prepaid products to customers treat them fairly. 92 The Regulations are
intended to give consumers full access to funds on their prepaid products without unnecessary
and unknown fees, or expiry of funds. 93
The Regulations apply to prepaid payment products that are issued in Canada by a
federally regulated financial institution (“FRFI”). 94 A prepaid payment product means a physical
or electronic card that is or can be loaded with funds and that can be used by the card holder to
make withdrawals or purchase goods or services. 95 The Regulations apply to FRFIs under the
Bank Act, the Cooperative Credit Associations Act, the Insurance Companies Act and the Trust
and Loan Companies Act. 96 The Regulations do not apply to prepaid products issued by
provincially regulated institutions or retailers.97
In light of the Regulations, prepaid cards are likely exempt from the Ontario Consumer
Protection Act. The Regulations define prepaid payment products as “payment cards, physical
or electronic, that is or can be loaded with funds and used by the cardholder to make
withdrawals or purchase goods or services”. 98 The Regulations apply to “a company”, as
defined in section 2 of the Trust and Loan Companies Act”. 99
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Initial Disclosure

The Regulations contain requirements for initial disclosure, additional disclosure on
issuance of the product, and prohibitions with respect to prepaid payment products. All
disclosure must be made in language, and presented in a manner, that is clear, simple, and not
misleading.100 Before a prepaid payment product is issued, the issuing institution must provide
certain information. 101 This information must be provided in writing to any person applying to
the institution and includes information such as: the name of the issuing institution; a toll-free
number that the customer can use to inquire about the product’s terms and conditions;
restrictions, if any, imposed on the use of the product (e.g. that the product is not reloadable);
all fees that may be imposed on the product holder; and a statement indicating an expiry date
(if one applies). 102 An expiry date is prohibited unless it is a promotional product. 103 A
promotional product is a prepaid payment product that is purchased by an entity and
distributed as part of a promotional, loyalty or award program.104
Additional Disclosure

When the product is issued, the institution must disclose in writing the product’s terms
and conditions, a description of how the customer may verify the balance on the card, and the
information listed in the Initial Disclosure requirements above, unless that information was
disclosed immediately before issuing the product. 105 Further, certain information must be set
out directly on the product, or if the product is electronic, must be disclosed at the product
holder’s request and includes: the name of the issuing institution; the date on which the
product expires, if any; a toll-free number that can be used to make inquiries about the
product; and a website where the information referred to in the Initial and Additional
Disclosure requirements can be obtained.106
Fees

The institution cannot impose a maintenance fee until at least 1 year after the product
was activated unless it is a promotional product or a reloadable product and the customer has
given express consent to the fee.107 The consumer must also give express consent to any
overdraft or interest fees charged on the product. 108 Further, the institution cannot increase or
impose any new fees associated with the product unless the product holder has provided the
institution with their name and mailing or e-mail address and the institution has disclosed the
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fee by sending a notice 30 days before the effective date of the new fee or displaying a notice
on the institution’s website for at least 60 days before the effective date. 109
Compliance with the Regulations

The Regulations do not list any private right of action for violations, and do not specify
any monetary penalties. The Financial Consumer Agency of Canada (“FCAC”) is responsible for
overseeing and enforcing compliance with the Regulations. 110
Class Actions for Charging Illegal Fees

There are two ongoing class actions involving prepaid payment cards, one brought in Ontario
and one in BC. Both allege that the providers of the cards charged fees in contravention of
provincial consumer protection statutes.
Bernstein v Peoples Trust Company, 2017 ONSC 752
Facts

A class action was brought by Joyce Bernstein against Peoples Trust Company and
Peoples Card Services LLP (collectively “Peoples Trust”) on behalf of all consumers in Ontario
who purchased or acquired a prepaid payment card sold or issued by Peoples Trust Company
between November 29, 2011 and April 30, 2014 (the day before the federal regulations came
into effect). 111 The suit alleged that Peoples Trust perpetrated an unfair practice under the
Ontario Consumer Protection Act , 2002 (the “CPA”) and also breached the Gift Card
Regulations in O. Reg 17/05 (General) by charging unauthorized and illegal fees from prepaid
credit cards they sold.112
In September 2010, Bernstein received a gift of a Peoples Trust prepaid payment card
that was branded a “Vanilla Prepaid Visa”. 113 The card had a face value of $35 and stated that it
was “valid thru 04/14”. 114 In September 2013, despite having never used the card, Ms.
Bernstein learned the balance on her card was zero. 115 Printed on the back of the gift in 5-point
font was the service fee policy which stated that beginning the seventh month from the date of
purchase, $2.50 per month would be deducted from the balance of the card. 116 The card also
was subject to an activation fee, transaction fees, reload fee, “customer service/inquiry fee”
and refund processing fee, among others. 117
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Bernstein argued that the fees charged by Peoples Trust (activation fees, dormancy fees,
insufficient funds, etc.) are contrary to the CPA and O. Reg. 17/05. 118 Further, she pleaded that
the cards that were subject to an expiry date violated s.25.3(1) of O.Reg. 17/05 which states
that “no supplier shall enter into a gift card agreement that has an expiry date on the future
performance of the agreement.”
Peoples Trust distributed single and multiple load cards that were sold by retailers and
payday loan companies as a type of gift card. 119 The single load cards were subject to an
activation fee, which was added to the face value of the card and paid at the point of
purchase.120 A written cardholder agreement accompanied each card and the key terms of the
agreement were printed on the cards.121 Payment of the activation fee confirmed acceptance
of the terms and conditions governing use of the card. 122 Peoples Trust argued that the primary
purpose of the cards was to provide a cash replacement service, despite referring to and
promoting the cards as “gift products” in their marketing materials. 123
Analysis

Before a class action can proceed to trial, it must be “certified” by a court as the most
appropriate method for the claim to proceed. At the motion for certification, Peoples argued
that the prepaid cards were a financial service product to which the CPA does not apply. 124
Specifically, s.2(2) of the CPA states that the CPA does not apply to financial products and
services regulated under the Loan and Trust Corporations Act (Ontario). 125 Peoples Trust was
not specifically exempt by s.2(2) because it was incorporated under federal legislation and tried
to argue that the exemption should be extended by analogy. 126 The court recognized that this
was a difficult question of statutory interpretation and, at this stage in the litigation, did not
engage in extensive analysis. 127 Ultimately, the court held that it was not plain and obvious that
Peoples Trust qualified for the exemption under s.2(2) of the CPA 128 and therefore it was not
plain and obvious that the plaintiffs’ claim would fail.
Alternatively, Peoples argued that if the CPA applied, the payments were not “future
performance agreements” but rather cash replacement services. 129 Peoples contrasted the
prepaid payment card to a gift card offered by a restaurant where the supply of dinner is the
118
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future act to be performed by the restaurant. 130 Peoples argued that when the card is
activated, it immediately provides access to the Visa or MasterCard payment network and
Peoples had no future act to perform.131 However, the court rejected People’s argument noting
that it would be bizarre if the Legislature intended the CPA to protect a consumer who
purchased a $50 gift card for a restaurant but did not intend to protect a consumer that
purchased a $50 prepaid payment card with the idea of using it to pay for a meal at a
restaurant in the future. 132 Again, the court held that this argument was not enough at the
preliminary certification stage to say that it was plain and obvious that the Peoples Trust
prepaid payment cards were not subject to the CPA. 133
Ultimately, the court concluded that the plaintiff satisfied all five elements of the test
for certification and certified the action as a class proceeding. 134
At trial, the court held that Peoples Trust single-load cards were subject to the CPA, but
its reloadable cards were not on the basis that the latter are a financial product or service and
therefore exempt from the CPA. 135 The trial judge held that access to a payment network was
not determinative; it was the purpose of access to a payment network. For a reloadable card,
the purpose of access is “banking”; for a single-load card, the purpose is “gifting”.136 As noted
above, the judge agreed with Peoples Trust that purchasers of reloadable cards are seeking
access to banking services, but noted that since deposits on the card are not insured and
generate no interest, they are getting only “second-class” banking services. 137
The trial judge went on to hold that Peoples Trust single-load cards fell within the
definition of “open loop gift card agreement” in O. Reg 17/05. 138 Consistent with the judge on
the certification motion, the trial judge noted that Ms. Bernstein’s experience of losing the
value of the card was exactly what O. Reg 17/05 was intended to prohibit.139 The judge also
held that they fell within the definition of a “future performance agreement” since Peoples
Trust promised ongoing access to the VISA or MasterCard payment network in return for
purchasing the card. 140 The judge also dismissed Peoples Trust’s argument that the regulations
only applied when the card was actually given as a gift.141 The trial judge held that Peoples
Trust violated O. Reg. 17/05 by imposing an expiry date on the card and seizing unused funds
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left on the card on this date and by charging activation and dormancy fees above what is
permitted by the regulations.142 The court also held that Peoples Trust engaged in an “unfair
practice” under the CPA for failing to disclose fees associated with use of the card prior to
purchase, other than the activation fee. 143 In addition to awarding damages for the illegal fees,
the trial judge awarded punitive damages on the ground that Peoples Trust had intentionally
violated the gift card regulations. 144
Jiang v Peoples Trust Company, 2018 BCSC 299
Facts

Ying Jiang purchased a general use prepaid card from a retailer in Burnaby, B.C. that was
issued by Citizens Bank and branded with a VISA logo. 145 The card had a face value of $25 and
Jiang paid $28.95 for it which included a $3.95 activation fee.146 The card was “good thru
11/2016”, non-refundable and had a monthly fee of $2.50 that was applicable one month after
the “good thru” date.147 On this basis, the Citizens Bank card was different than the People’s
Trust card, which started charging monthly fees beginning on the seventh month from the date
of purchase. 148
Jiang brought an action on behalf of “all consumers who purchased, received or
acquired one or more general use prepaid cards issued or sold by any of the defendants on or
after November 1, 2018” and who reside in B.C.; entered into a cardholder agreement with
“Vancity”, “Peoples” or either of them that contains a choice of law and jurisdiction clause in
favour of BC law and courts; or opt-in to the proceeding.149
In contrast to the Bernstein case, Jiang named multiple defendants in addition to
Peoples Trust including Vancouver City Savings Credit Union, Citizens Bank of Canada, Amex
Bank of Canada and All Trans Financial Services Credit Union Limited.150 Jiang alleges that the
general use prepaid cards infringe the BC Business Practices and Consumer Protection Act (the
“BPCPA”). 151 Specifically, Jiang seeks declarations that the defendants were in contravention of
s.56.2 of the BPCPA which prohibits expiry dates on prepaid cards, and that the fees charged by
the defendants were in contravention of s.56.3 of the BPCPA.152
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Procedural Issues

The defendants raised two procedural arguments: one, that an alternative procedure
provided for in the BPCPA was more appropriate than a class action, 153 and, two, that Jiang was
an inappropriate representative plaintiff. 154 Both were rejected. Jiang was appointed as the
representative plaintiff of both the B.C. resident sub-class and the non-resident sub-class. 155
On May 29, 2017, Joyce Bernstein was granted intervenor status. 156 Bernstein argued
that the class definition in this case overlapped with half of the certified class members in
Bernstein. 157 However, the B.C. Supreme Court held that there was no legal overlap. 158 The
action in Jiang was brought on behalf of a sub-class of B.C. Residents and a non-resident subclass for transactions from November 2008 to July 2016 159. The non-resident subclass includes
persons who have B.C. choice of law and jurisdiction clauses in their agreements with Vancity
or Peoples.160 On the other hand, in Bernstein, the action was brought on behalf of a small
subgroup of Ontario residents for transactions between November 2011 and April 2014.161
Further, the Bernstein action is against Peoples Trust whereas the action in Jiang includes
additional defendants.162
The B.C. Supreme Court agreed with the position of the plaintiff in Jiang that any
overlap between class actions in multiple jurisdictions should not be resolved at the
certification stage, rather, the time for electing one of the certified class actions is when either
one has a final judgment on the merits or a settlement.163 The Court held that individuals within
the non-resident sub-class should be deemed to have opted-in to the proceeding by virtue of a
choice of law and/or jurisdiction clause in favour of B.C. in their agreement with a defendant. 164
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Tax Rebate Discounters
Introduction: What is Tax Rebate Discounting?

Tax rebate discounting is a practice where a firm or individual prepares a tax return for a
client, and provides the client with an immediate discounted tax return. 165 In return for their
services, the discounter retains a portion of the anticipated refund as a fee and pays the rest
immediately to the client. The early 1970s saw a rise in the number of people relying on tax
discounting services for their income tax refunds. 166 During these years, the discount rate that
applied ranged anywhere from 40% to 90% and discounters also charged additional fees to
prepare the returns. 167 If one took the discount rate and “turn-around” period that a discounter
waited for a refund cheque, and expressed it as an annual interest rate, tax rebate discounters
were charging interest rates of at least 200%. 168 Some rebaters charged in the 600-800% range
and a rate of 1200% was reported.169
The Tax Rebate Discounting Act
Legislative History

As a response to these abuses, provinces began to amend consumer protection
legislation and pass statutes to address tax rebate discounting. These various provincial
schemes were difficult to enforce, and tax discounters often found loopholes. 170 At the request
of all provinces, the federal government enacted the Tax Rebate Discounting Act (the “Act”). 171
The Act created an exemption to the Criminal Code, section 347 that allowed income-taxpreparation companies to charge what amounted to an interest rate beyond the criminal rate
of interest.172 Initially, the legislation established a discounting rate of 15% of the refund,
including all fees and charges, and imposed detailed disclosure requirements. 173
In 1985, the Act was amended and the amount that a discounter could charge for
amounts over $300 was reduced to 5%. 174. Tax discounters argued that the rate would put
them out of business and argued that they were not engaged in money-lending, but entering
buy-sell agreements with their clients. 175 However, this argument appeared to be unfounded.
After the legislation was passed, the tax rebate discounting sector significantly grew from 7000
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transactions in 1979 to 61,500 in 1981, and 385,000 in 1984.176 This is also the time when two
large players, H&R Block and BenTax, entered the industry.177
The purpose of the Act is to protect the rights and interests of individuals who use
discounting services to get their income tax refunds. 178 In Quebec, discount refunds of
provincial income tax are illegal. In Manitoba, the Manitoba Income Tax Act outlines regulations
governing discounting and it is administered by the Manitoba Department of Finance.179
Requirements Under the Act

Under the Act, a person acquires a right to a “refund of tax where that person, as
between himself and another person, acquires a right to a refund of tax or to an amount equal
to the amount of a refund of tax”.180 Once a discounter such as H&R Block has “acquired the
client’s right to a refund of tax, the Minister of National Revenue may pay the amount of the
refund to the discounter.” 181
When a discounter acquires a right to a client’s refund, they must follow the fee
guidelines established by the Act. The fee guidelines are structured so as to ensure that clients
receive a minimum amount of “consideration” in return for transferring to the discounter the
right to receive the tax refund. The effect of these provisions is to ensure that clients of tax
discounters receive at least 85% of their expected refund when the refund is $300 or less and
95% when it is more than $300. 182 This structure includes any fees or charges that a discounter,
or any person not acting at arm’s length with the discounter, charges for preparing the client’s
return or any other service related to the discounting transaction. 183 The Act made it an offence
to pay a lower percentage to a client in exchange for a right to their refund, subject to a
maximum $25,000 fine. 184
The Act also contains several provisions for discounters that relate to disclosure, notice,
and record maintenance requirements. The discounter must provide the client with a
statement describing the discounting transaction and if the client requests, a true copy of the
client’s income return filed with the government, and any related information return.185 In
addition, the discounter must provide the client with any notice of assessment the discounter
receives in relation to the client’s return of income, and notice of the actual amount of tax
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refund received by the discounter. 186 Again, failure to abide by these conditions constitutes an
offence and the discounter is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding $25,000.00.
Compliance

Canada Revenue Agency conducts compliance programs to ensure that tax discounters
meet their responsibilities under the Act and that individuals who use these services are
protected. 187 All persons, firms, organizations and financial institutions wanting to provide
discounting services to clients must apply to obtain a discounter code. 188 If the CRA has
reasonable grounds to believe that a discounter has not complied with provisions of the Act or
any conditions listed in the CRA Guide for Discounters, they may suspend or cancel the
discounter’s code.189 In addition, if the discounter does not pay fines and restitution to victims
or does not fulfill the probation terms ordered by a court for previous convictions under the
Act, their discounter code will also be suspended or cancelled. 190
Convictions Under the Act

In February 2007, Michael Channer of MBC Accounting Services was found guilty of 16
offences under the Act.191 While preparing and discounting clients’ personal income tax returns
for 2003, Channer failed to pay some clients the full amount of refund to which they were
entitled, did not pay some clients their refund at the time required, and failed to provide some
clients with their notice of assessment.192 Channer was fined $8,000. 193
More recently, Rosaire Michaud operated a tax discounting business in New Brunswick
and was charged with 126 counts under s. 6.1 of the Act and 148 counts under s.239(1.1)(a) of
the Income Tax Act. 194 Michaud prepared tax returns on behalf of 148 clients, leading to the
clients obtaining unentitled refunds from which Michaud would get paid for his services.195
Michaud prepared a tax return based on false information provided by the client and then
would issue the client a cheque. 196 The client would then meet up with an orchestrator of the
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scheme and give them a portion of the funds. 197 There was no evidence Michaud was involved
in orchestrating the tax fraud scheme.198 The trial judge convicted Michaud of four out of 126
counts under the Act, and 134 out of 148 counts under the Income Tax Act. Michaud was
sentenced to a conditional sentence of two years less a day and fines of $391,504.49 and
$2,000.00. 199 On appeal, Michaud’s convictions under the Income Tax Act were overturned, but
those under the Act upheld.
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PAYDAY LOANS
Introduction

A payday loan is a short-term loan that is usually repaid by the borrower’s next
paycheque. 200 The Criminal Code defines payday loans as “an advancement of money in
exchange for a post-dated cheque, a pre-authorized debit or a future payment of a similar
nature but not for any guarantee, suretyship, overdraft protection or security on property and
not through a margin loan, pawnbroking, a line of credit or a credit card”.201 Unlike traditional
loans, interest does not compound over the term of the loan, rather, lenders charge a fee based
on how much is borrowed. At the end of the term, which is usually the borrowers next pay
period, the principal amount of the loan and fee are due in full. Payday loans were designed to
cover cash shortfalls in between a borrower’s paydays.
Because payday loans are for a short-term, a credit history check is usually not required.
Lenders generally require proof of regular income, a bank account, and a permanent
address.202 To compensate for the short-term nature of these loans and the lack of a credit
history check, lenders charge high interest rates and fees. In Ontario, a lender cannot charge
more than $15 per $100 borrowed. This represents an annual interest rate of 390% for a loan of
$100.203 In Manitoba, lenders cannot charge more than $17 per $100 borrowed, which
represents an annual interest rate of 442%.
The fees charged by payday lenders have made payday loans an expensive borrowing
tool. When the borrower is unable to repay a payday loan on time, lenders charged additional
fees to extend the term of the loan or granted a new payday loan to payout the outstanding
loan (a “rollover”). Provincial payday loan legislation has attempted to protect consumers from
becoming overwhelmed by debts owed to payday lenders by limiting the amount of interest
and fees lenders may charge. In some provinces, rollovers and extensions are either not
permitted or the fees a lender may charge for an extension are limited. As a result of these
more stringent regulations, some payday lenders have moved to installment loans, discussed in
a separate section.
Payday Loan Users
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A 2017 survey by the Canadian Payments Association identified that 49% of Ontarians
and 53% of Manitobans live paycheque to paycheque.204 Payday loans are particularly
attractive to lower-income Canadians because of their relatively lax qualification criteria and
quick access to funds. Payday loan users report declining income and employment, poor credit
history and a lack of suitable loan products at banks as factors influencing their decision to
obtain a payday loan. 205 Banks may offer products that do not align with the borrowers needs
(i.e. minimum borrowing amounts much larger than what the borrower requires) or the
timeframe of obtaining the loan is lengthy.206 Poor credit history prevented some borrowers
from obtaining loans from a bank. 207 Borrowers reported that payday lenders usually offer
products that align with their borrowing needs, particularly in terms of speed and convenience
(location, operating hours and processing times). 208 Customer service was another influencing
factor, with some borrowers reporting that banks provided poorer customer service than
payday lenders. 209 Other borrowers reported that their friends’ and families’ positive
experiences with payday loans influenced their decision. 210 However, payday loans are not only
used by those living on a low income, as higher-income Canadians have also reported accessing
them.211
In a 2016 study by the FCAC, payday loan users reported that they used payday loans to
cover unexpected, necessary expenses such as car repairs and expected, necessary expenses
such as utility bills. 212 More than half of the respondents reported taking out a loan of $500 or
less. 213 Thirty-seven per cent of respondents reported using a payday loan between two to five
times in the last three years, while 23% reported using a payday loan six or more times in the
same time period. Although payday loans were designed to be repaid with the borrower’s next
paycheque, one-third of borrowers reported repaying their loans from other sources, such as
savings accounts, taking out new payday loans or borrowing from friends or family.
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Savings and budgeting were issues among borrowers. Less than a quarter of
respondents had at least $1,500 saved and 47% of the respondents reported having no cash
savings at all. 214 When asked how they would fund an unexpected purchase of $500, 16% of
payday loan users reported they would not be able to make this purchase at all, 50% would
need to access a payday loan, credit card, line of credit or borrow from a friend. Only 24% of
users reported that they would make this purchase from their savings or emergency fund. 215
The FCAC found that even if consumers have savings, they often turn to high-interest credit if
they have identified a particular use for their savings, demonstrating the need to educate
consumers on the value of building and using a “rainy day” fund.216 When it came to budgeting,
payday loan users were more likely to have a budget, but they were less likely to successfully
stay within it. 217
The FCAC found that payday users were uninformed of the costs associated with payday
loans, especially in comparison to other borrowing alternatives. 218 Most respondents were
unaware that payday loans carried a higher cost of borrowing than alternatives such as a credit
card. 219 Borrowers who reported higher levels of financial literacy took out fewer payday loans
and were more successful in maintaining their budgets.220 Payday loan consumers did not
consistently seek out financial advice, even when they felt it was necessary, with 27% of the
respondents reporting that they never sought out financial advice, even when it was needed.221
The FCAC found that borrowers who sought financial advice increased their likelihood of saving
and financial planning, which it believes to be a key factor in reducing payday loan use. 222
Legislative History
The Money-Lenders Act and the Small Loans Act (federal legislation)

Small, short-term loans were governed by the Money-Lenders Act (MLA) from the turn
of the twentieth century to 1939. The MLA limited interest on loans under $500 to 12% per
annum. 223 Although the MLA granted courts the power to re-open transactions when the
interest charged, including fees, exceeded 12% per annum, the lack of a statutory definition of
interest 224 meant that lenders were able to evade the interest cap by adding additional charges
and fees, which courts interpreted as not constituting interest.225
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The MLA was repealed in 1939 and replaced by the Small Loans Act (SLA). The SLA,
attempted to resolve the issue of lenders evading the interest ceiling by defining the cost of the
loan as “the whole cost of the loan to the borrower, whether the same is called interest, or is
claimed as a discount, deduction from an advance, commission, brokerage, fines, penalties or
charges for inquiries, defaults or renewals or otherwise”. 226 The SLA applied to loans under
$1,500 (increased from $500 in 1956) and set the maximum cost of the loan to 1% per month
(12% per annum). 227 The SLA used a tiered approach to set the maximum cost for loans228:
(a) 24% per annum for loans of up to $300;
(b) 12% per annum for loans exceeding $300 but under $1000;
(c) 18% per annum for loans exceeding $1000
For loans defined as “long-term” – more than 20 months on a loan up to $500 or more than 30
months on a loan greater than $500 – the maximum cost of a loan could not exceed 12% per
annum. 229
Although the SLA was generally regarded as successful, it still left a possibility for
evasion. 230 Lenders could offer only loans greater than $1,500, where the SLA would not apply.
Additionally, credit unions (who were more likely than banks to lend small amounts) lobbied to
increase the $1,500 loan amount, as the low rate ceiling severely impacted their bottom line. By
1970, multi-purpose credit cards were introduced, which were not subject to the SLA. 231 The
SLA was repealed in 1981. 232
Criminal Code Criminal Interest Rate Provision

The criminal interest rate provision was added into s.347 (then s.305.1) of the Criminal
Code in 1981. This provision makes it a criminal offence to receive a payment of interest or to
enter into an agreement to receive a payment of interest that exceeds 60% per annum. 233 The
drafters of the provision contemplated larger, longer term loans as opposed to small, short-
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term loans.234 Although intended to combat loansharking, the provision has been used
primarily in civil litigation. 235
Lenders began offering payday loans in Canada in the mid-1990s. 236 By the early 2000s,
the industry began to grow rapidly.237 By the mid-2000s, payday lenders became defendants in
several class action lawsuits, in which the plaintiffs invoked s.347. 238 Payday lenders were
accused of offending s.347 as their loans often carried interest rates over 60% when all
additional fees were considered.239 These class actions mostly settled. 240
Parliament, responding to pressure from the payday loan industry and the pending class
action lawsuits, passed Bill C-26.241 Bill C-26 amended s.347 of the Criminal Code to exempt
payday lenders from the provision, if the province they operated in enacted legislation
regulating payday loans. Payday lenders are exempt from s.347 if all of the following are
met: 242
(a) the loan is $1,500 or less and the term of the loan is 62 days or less;
(b) the lender is licensed or authorized by provincial law to enter a loan agreement;
(c) the province is designated under subsection (3)
Provinces must request to be designated.243 In order to be designated, a province must have
legislation in place to protect payday loan borrowers, which imposes limits on the total cost of
payday loans. 244
Provincial Legislation

Provinces who have enacted payday loan legislation are exempt from s.347 of the
Criminal Code. Currently Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Ontario, Prince Edward Island and Saskatchewan have enacted payday loan legislation.
234
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Newfound and Labrador is the last province other than Quebec – discussed at the end of this
chapter, below – to enact payday loan legislation, but it has yet to come into force. 245
While provincial legislation varies, there are several similarities. All designated provinces
prohibit tied-selling, whereby a lender provides a payday loan on the condition that the
borrower purchase another product, service or insurance, using any form of security for a
payday loan and wage assignment, which involves taking funds directly from the borrower’s
paycheque as well as impose disclosure requirements on loan agreements and posters in
physical locations. As per section 347.1 of the Criminal Code, designated provinces must limit
the total cost of borrowing of payday loans. A chart comparing these cost of borrowing
provisions and the other regulations discussed below is included in Appendix 1.
Pre-authorized debit payments and non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees

Most lenders accept pre-authorized debits from a bank account as repayment for loans.
Some provinces have regulated this repayment method in their legislation, as a response to
borrower complains about repeated attempts or incorrect amounts being debited from their
bank accounts. Repeated attempts or incorrect debits may result in borrowers being charged
non-sufficient funds (NSF) fees from their bank.
In Manitoba, lenders may only process a pre-authorized debit once. 246 Subsequent
attempts are only permitted if the borrower is not charged a fee from their financial institution
and the lender does not charge the borrower any fee to re-process the debit.247 Lenders who
fail to comply with the pre-authorized debit rules may be subject to an administrative
penalty. 248 If the borrower repays the loan by cheque or pre-authorized debit and it is
dishonoured, the lender may charge a fee of $20.
In Ontario, lenders are not permitted to re-process a pre-authorized debit more than
once if the borrower would incur any fees.249 If a lender re-processes a pre-authorized debit
more than once and the borrower is charged any fees, the borrower is entitled to a refund from
the lender and is only liable to repay the principal of the loan. 250 Ontario allows lenders to
collect “reasonable charges” that reflect the cost the lender incurs due to a dishonoured
payment. 251
Repeat Borrowing, Rollovers and Extensions
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Prior to provincial payday loan legislation, lenders allowed borrowers to rollover
outstanding loans into a new payday loan if they could not pay by the due date. Borrowers,
especially those with a lower or fixed income, who become financially dependent on payday
loans may fall into a “debt trap” and face pressure to borrow again to repay their outstanding
loans. 252 Most provinces now prohibit rollovers as well as concurrent loans, requiring lenders to
wait a certain period after an outstanding loan is repaid before advancing a new loan.
Manitoba allows replacement loans, which are defined as “a payday loan arranged or
provided by a payday lender as part of a series of transactions or events that results in the
borrower's debt under another payday loan previously arranged or provided by that payday
lender being repaid in whole or in part”.253 Replacement loans are defined as being larger than
the outstanding loan. 254 The total fee a lender may charge for a replacement loan is limited to
5% of the principal amount of the replacement loan. 255 If the borrower is unable to pay their
loan and does not require additional funds, lenders may extend or renew their payday loan and
the total charge for an extension or renewal cannot exceed 5% of the principal amount of the
loan. 256 If the borrower fully repays their loan and requests another within 7 days, the
maximum fee the lender can charge is 5% of the principal amount of the new loan.257
Ontario prohibits rollovers and concurrent loans. Lenders must wait a minimum of
seven days from the date the borrower repays the loan in full before advancing a new payday
loan. 258 If a lender or broker contravenes this waiting period, the borrower is only liable for the
principal amount of the loan. 259 An extended repayment plan is required when a borrower
takes out 3 or more payday loans from the same lender within in a 63-day period. 260 The lender
must spread payments equally over at least 3 of the borrower’s pay periods if they are paid
semi-monthly, biweekly or more frequently. 261 If the borrower is paid less frequently than semimonthly or biweekly, then the lender must spread payments equally over at least 2 of the
borrower’s pay periods. 262 The payments must be less than 35% of the total loan, if the
borrower is paid semi-monthly or biweekly or 50% of the total loan if the borrower is paid less
frequently than semi-monthly or biweekly. 263
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Designated provinces have also prohibited lenders from engaging in certain practices
when arranging, providing or collecting payday loans. In Manitoba, payday lenders are
prohibited from communicating with the borrower, any of their family members, friends,
acquaintances or business contacts in a manner that constitutes harassment. 264 Harassment is
defined as using “threatening, profane, intimidating or coercive language or using undue,
excessive or unreasonable pressure.” 265 Lenders are limited to contacting the borrower or any
of their family, friends or acquaintances 6 times in a 7-day period or 3 times in a 7-day period
by any one method of communication that is not regular mail. 266 Lender’s must comply with a
borrower’s request not to contact their employer if they make reasonable arrangements to
discuss the loan with the lender at an alternate location and make good on such arrangements
by discussing the loan with the lender at that location.267
Ontario prohibits lenders from contacting any of the borrower’s family members,
friends, neighbours, acquaintances or employer with respect to an outstanding loan. 268 A
borrower’s employer may be contacted with respect to a payday loan if the borrower consents
or if the sole purpose of the contact is to verify and confirm employment information. 269
Masked Products and Anti-Avoidance

Lenders have introduced alternative lending products marketed as lines of credits or
instalment loans in an attempt to evade payday loan legislation. The PLA has an “antiavoidance” provision in section 4, which states that when determining whether the PLA applies,
a court shall determine the real substance of the transaction (or person, entity, or agreement)
and disregard its outward form. Section 54(1) of the Ontario Payday Loans Act allows the
Director to apply to the Superior Court of Justice for an order directing a company to comply
with the Act if it is not currently doing so.
Manitoba enacted High-Cost Credit Product legislation that deems any line of credit or
loan that exceeds an annual interest rate of 32% as a high-cost credit product. 270 Credit cards,
margin loans, mortgages, payday loans and credit products offered by banks and credit unions
are excluded from the legislation.271 The High-Cost Credit Product legislation requires anyone
who arranges, provides or offers high-cost credit products to be licenced. 272 The legislation
requires lenders to disclose certain information to the borrower, including that the product is a
high-cost credit product, the borrower’s rights, the total cost of credit in a dollar amount and
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any fees associated with the product. 273 This legislation would likely capture products that
attempt to evade payday loan legislation. A chart summarizing and comparing high-cost credit
regulations in place or proposed in four provinces is found in Appendix 2. Instalment loans,
which payday lenders have introduced, possibly to avoid payday loan regulation, is discussed in
the next chapter.
In Ontario (Ministry of Consumer and Business Services Act, Director) v Cash Store
Financial Services Inc., the defendant broker, previously licensed under the Payday Loans Act,
chose not to renew their licence because it found new amendments to the Act too onerous.274
It introduced a lending product called a “basic line of credit” (BLOC) from which it received a
21% fee on a borrower’s initial draw; the third-party lender earned interest at 59.9% per
annum. 275 The borrower had to pay 50% of the outstanding balance each payment and
according to the defendant, most customers chose a repayment frequency that matched their
pay schedule.276 The BLOC was marketed to the same consumers who previously used the
defendant’s payday loans. 277 The Director of the Ministry of Consumer and Business Services
applied for an order that the BLOC was regulated by the Payday Loans Act.
The defendant argued that because its product was a line of credit, which is excluded in
the definition of a payday loan, the Act did not apply. Further, it argued payday loans were
single transactions, as they involve one advance of money in exchange for one pre-authorized
debit, cheque or future payment, whereas its line of credit product involves multiple advances
and repayments.278 According to the defendant, its BLOC worked like any other line of credit:
borrowers had a credit limit they could draw against, interest was charged only on the amount
drawn and could be repaid at any time.279 Borrowers could redraw, as long as they had paid
down the existing draw by 50% and passed another credit check. 280
The court held this was comparable to a series of payday loans, and the fact the
customer did not have to re-apply on subsequent draws made “little substantive difference.” 281
The court found the “essence of any loan application is the credit check”, which would be
completed whether a borrower was redrawing from the BLOC or obtaining a new payday
loan. 282 The court found it would be highly unlikely for a borrower to accumulate multiple
273
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draws without repaying existing draws first and passing credit checks due to the high interest
rate charged.283 The reality of the situation was that repayment would be necessary before the
borrower could redraw from the BLOC. 284 In essence, a borrower could take 26 payday loans
out in one year, repaying them biweekly and passing a credit check each time, or draw from the
BLOC 26 times, repaying each draw biweekly and passing a credit check each time.285 The court
held the BLOC was a payday loan, declaring that it was regulated under the PLA and the
defendant was prohibited from brokering BLOCs without a licence under the PLA.
Zoning

Municipalities have begun to use by-laws to limit the number of payday lenders. A
recurring theme in Ontario’s legislative debates was the need to protect the vulnerable, who
would be most likely to access payday loans. Ontario Bill 59, Putting Consumers First Act,
amended the Payday Loans Act, 2008, allowing municipalities to enact zoning by-laws to limit
the number and location of payday lenders. 286 The amendments came into effect on January
1st, 2018.
The City of Toronto has adopted interim regulations to limit the number of payday
lending stores while it conducts a review of the industry.287 The regulations create a new
business licence for payday lenders. In order to receive a licence, applicants must already be
licensed under the Payday Loans Act, 2008.288 If the applicant is not licensed with the province
or received a license after May 1st, 2018, they are not eligible for the municipal business
licence. 289 This prevents any new payday lenders from operating in Toronto until its full review
of payday lending is complete.
Hamilton has similar regulations. 290 Under Hamilton’s by-law, every payday lender must
have a business licence issued by the city and a licence from the province. 291 Hamilton also
restricts the number of payday lenders in the city to 15 in total with no more than 1 lender in
each ward.292 Existing lenders are “grandfathered” provided that the location continues to be
operated as a payday loan business, maintains their business licence and complies with other
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provisions of the by-law. 293 The by-law requires lenders to provide any person who expresses
interest in a loan with credit counselling information. 294
Compliance and Enforcement
Ontario

The Payday Loans Act gives the Registrar of the Ministry of Government and Consumer
Services (or a person delegated by the Registrar) the power to inspect a payday loan business
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with payday loan laws, dealing with complaints from
consumers or determining whether the lender remains entitled to a licence. 295 Inspectors aim
to stop violations before they occur. 296 Inspectors have the power to access and remove any
money, pre-authorized debit or data storage/processing device relevant to the inspection,
subject to the lender’s right to have the item returned within a reasonable time.297 This power
extends to unlicensed lenders, if the inspector has reasonable grounds to believe that
unlicensed lending is occurring.298 Inspectors are not permitted to use force to enter or inspect
a lender.299
The Act allows the Director of the Ministry of Government and Consumer Services to
appoint investigators, who investigate whether a lender has committed an offence under the
PLA. Matters may be referred to an investigator when there is concern a lender has violated the
PLA. Investigators may apply for search warrants and investigate licensed or unlicensed
lenders. 300 Investigators have the power to use any investigative technique as well as use police
officers and any force necessary to execute the search warrant. 301 Based on an investigator’s
investigation, the Director may charge lenders with an offence under the PLA.
Failing to comply or contravening (including any attempts to contravene) any section of
the PLA is an offence and offenders may be subject to a fine of $50,000 and/or imprisonment of
up to 2 years less a day if the offender is an individual.302 If the offender is not an individual, the
fine increases to a maximum of $250,000.303 In addition to fines, a court may order the lender
to pay compensation or make restitution to borrowers. 304 The PLA allows the Minister of
Government and Consumer Services to impose administrative penalties of up to $10,000 to
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promote compliance with the requirements under the PLA and its Regulations. 305
Administrative penalties are imposed on the basis of absolute liability, meaning that an
administrative penalty may be imposed even if a lender took all reasonable steps to prevent
contravention of the PLA or was “honestly and reasonably mistaken about facts that, if true,
would have rendered the contravention innocent.” 306
The Ministry of Government and Consumer Services also publishes a list of lenders who
have been levied administrative penalties, charged with an offence under the Payday Loans Act
or have not responded to consumer complaints received by the Ministry. 307 A lender could stay
on this list for up to 27 months, but may be removed if the complaint is resolved or if found not
guilty of the offence charged. 308 The service lists the name, address and contact information of
the lender as well as what enforcement action was taken against the lender. The most frequent
infractions are incomplete or missing disclosure information and mandatory statements on
lending documents, failure to display a licence and failure to have a visible poster outlining the
maximum cost per $100 borrowed.
Manitoba

Manitoba’s CPA authorizes the Director of the Consumer Protection Office to name
inspectors, who have the power to inspect payday lenders. 309 Inspectors may carry out any
“inspection, examination, audit or test reasonably required” to determine whether lenders are
complying with the Act and Regulations. 310 Inspectors generally do not need warrants to carry
out an investigation, unless the premises is a private residence. 311 An inspector will require a
warrant if they have been refused entry or if there is reasonable grounds to believe that the
inspector will be refused entry.312 Payday lenders must keep records of all payday loans they
offer, arrange or provide and provide these records to an inspector upon request. 313
Lenders who contravene or fail to comply with the CPA are guilty of an offence and
liable to a fine of up to $300,000 or three times the amount the defendant obtained from the
offence (whichever is greater) and/or imprisonment of up to three years. 314 Courts may order
restitution on the application of the Minister of Justice and Attorney General or a person
affected by the offence. 315
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The Director of the Consumer Protection Office (or a person to whom they delegate
authority) is authorized under the Payday Loans Regulations and CPA to levy administrative
penalties. 316 The Regulations list 34 instances when administrative penalties may be imposed.
Some of these instances include: 317
1. Arranging, providing or offering a payday loan without a licence
2. Charging a cost of borrowing that exceeds the maximum ($17 per $100
borrowed)
3. Providing a loan for more than 30% of a borrower’s net income
4. Engaging in tied selling
5. Not providing a borrower with a printable copy of the agreement for
online payday loans
The Regulations provide for a tiered administrative penalty structure, ranging from $1,000 to
$20,000, depending on how many times the lender has previously contravened the Act or
Regulations and whether the lender is a corporation or individual. For individuals, the first
contravention incurs a $1,000 penalty, the second, $2,000 and the third and up, $5,000.318 For
corporations, the first contravention incurs a $5,000 penalty, the second, $10,000 and third and
up, $20,000.319
The Consumer Protection Office publishes a list of recent enforcement actions, including
administrative penalties and prosecutions. 320 This list includes the name of the business, its
owner, the section infringed and the amount of the penalty.
Financial Literacy and Education Funds

Both Manitoba and Ontario have established financial literacy and education funds. The
Manitoba fund is known as the Manitoba Borrowers’ Financial Literacy Fund. Each year,
licenced payday lenders must pay a $500 levy in addition to licence renewal fees. 321 The
purpose of the fund is to support “programs and activities designed to improve the financial
literacy of the borrowers and potential borrowers of high-cost credit products and payday
loans.” 322 In 2014, $10,000 was paid to the Legal Help Centre, a registered charity that offers
legal information to low-income Manitobans. 323 The funds were intended to assist the Legal
Help Centre to provide consumer protection focused information sessions, specifically on
316
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signing contracts and managing finances. 324 In 2017, the Fund granted $3,050 to the Manitoba
Financial Literacy Forum, a collective of government agencies, private businesses, not-for-profit
organizations, volunteer groups and individuals. 325 The funds were used to create a financial
literacy calendar, which provides consumers financial literacy information and budgeting
tips. 326 The Minister of Justice is responsible for managing the fund. 327
The Ontario fund is known as the Ontario Payday Lending Education Fund. The purpose
of the fund is to promote the education of borrowers of their rights and of lenders of their
obligations. 328 This includes training, advertising, publications and other similar initiatives.329
The fund is composed of lenders’ licencing fees and is managed by a not-for-profit corporation.
The not-for-profit corporation reports to the Minister of Government and Consumer Services.
The FCAC plans to increase consumer awareness of the costs and alternatives to payday
loans through consumer education. By focusing on educating borrowers on the cost of credit,
emergency savings plans and seeking financial advice, the FCAC aims to help Canadians make
more financially sound borrowing decisions. The FCAC stated it will work with provinces to
contribute to a “pan-Canadian” approach to informing consumers about the cost of credit and
available alternatives to payday loans. 330

Quebec

Quebec does not legislate payday loans. The payday lending industry is extremely
limited in Quebec because of interest rate restrictions. Quebec’s Consumer Protection Act
requires merchants who enter money lending contracts to obtain a licence from the President
of the Office de la protection du consommateur.331 Banks, caisse populaires and trust and
savings companies are exempt from the licencing requirements.332 The President can refuse to
issue a licence if “in his opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the permit must
be refused to ensure, in the public interest, that the business activities contemplated in this
chapter will be performed with honesty and competence”. 333 Licences have only been issued to
lenders who charge interest rates that do not exceed 35%. 334
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The CPA also allows consumers to request a contract be nullified or their obligations
under the contract reduced if the consumer is being exploited or the obligations of the
consumer are excessive, harsh or unconscionable.335 This provision has been used by courts to
rule that money lending contracts with interest rates above 35% are unconscionable. 336 At this
interest rate, it would cost a borrower $1.35 per $100 borrowed, which is nearly 167% lower
than the $15 per $100 borrowed price cap in Ontario, Alberta and New Brunswick. 337
These provisions prevent payday lenders from operating profitably in the province.338
However, this has not prevented online lenders from offering loans in Quebec.
Online Payday Lenders

Increased regulation of the payday loan industry has made online options attractive to
lenders, while the convenience, flexibility and quick funding options have made online payday
loan services attractive to borrowers. The online market allows Canadian borrowers to connect
with non-Canadian lenders, which introduces new compliance and enforcement risks.
“Lead generators” pose as payday loan companies, but actually take a prospective
borrower’s information and sell it to lenders who provide the funds for the loan.339 Lead
generators may expose borrowers to international lenders who are unlicensed and effectively
unregulated.340 Enforcing Canadian laws against a lender located in a different country likely
would prove difficult. Lead generators pose a privacy risk to borrowers as well. Borrowers may
inadvertently expose themselves to identity fraud or unauthorized charges on their bank
account because they need to provide their personal and bank account information in order to
apply for a loan. 341
Consumers may not be aware of their rights with respect to payday loans and
potentially pay charges that are against the legislated maximums or otherwise violate Canadian
legislation. Provincial legislation across Canada requires physical lenders to have certain
disclosure posters, use standard form loan agreements and have financial education
information available to borrowers, which may assist consumers to make a sound borrowing
decision. For example, a study by the Consumers Council of Canada (CCC) found one online
335
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payday lender was violating the prohibition on tied-selling by automatically including “loan
protection”, which the borrower had to physically uncheck during the application process. 342
The CCC audited 134 online payday lenders and found 94 of these lenders were
unlicensed. 343 Of the 94 unlicensed lenders, 30 were Canadian-based, 22 were from the United
States and 42 lenders did not disclose the location of their headquarters. 344 Further research
into the ownership of the website domain found 12 websites were hosted in international
locations, namely Germany, Russia, Brazil and Estonia. 345 At the time of the CCC study, only 2
lenders were licenced to offer payday loans online in Manitoba, but the study encountered 10
unlicensed lenders. 346 In Ontario, the study found 16 online lenders although only 9 lenders
were licenced to offer online loans. The study also found 8 of the 11 online lenders in Nova
Scotia were unlicensed. 347
The CCC’s audits reviewed each lender’s compliance with provincial fee disclosure
requirements, finding 38 out of 40 licenced lenders were compliant whereas only 19 out of 94
unlicensed lenders were compliant. 348 Licenced and unlicensed lenders were both generally
non-compliant with provincial legislation requiring borrowers to be informed of their right to
cancel. Some lenders inaccurately reported the timeframe in which the borrower could cancel
the agreement and some did not advise customers of this right before they entered the
agreement. 349 Only 48% of licenced lenders and 22% of unlicensed were compliant with
provincial cancellation requirements. 350 Of the 134 lenders audited, 72 lenders did not disclose
fees for dishonored payments (NSF fees) on their website, 51 lenders were within provincial
requirements and 11 were outside of provincial requirements. Aside from Saskatchewan,
where providing credit counselling information is a requirement for licensing, only 17 lenders
provided any information about credit counselling. 351
Legislative Response

Ontario and Manitoba have addressed online payday lending in their payday loan
legislation. Both provinces prohibit anyone from offering, arranging or providing a payday loan
unless the party has a licence. Ontario law differentiates between loan brokers and lenders,
prohibiting any broker or lender from dealing with an unlicensed broker or lender.352 If an
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unlicensed lender enters into an agreement with a borrower in Ontario, the borrower is only
liable for the principal of the loan and not the cost of borrowing. 353 Manitoba law interprets any
broker that assists a borrower to obtain a payday loan to be the lender arranging the loan. 354
Manitoba’s regulations require online lender’s website to be designed in the following
manner before an agreement is entered to provide an online payday loan:
(a) the borrower must understand what action or actions will result in
acceptance of the agreement;
(b) the agreement must be accessible to the borrower in a way that allows them
to acknowledge and accept the terms of the agreement; and
(c) the prospective borrower must be able to print the agreement.
Other regulations require online lenders to ensure that borrowers have consented to
entering the agreement and that funds are transferred to the borrower’s bank account on the
same day. Online lenders are required to display their name as shown on their licence and the
licence’s expiry date near the top of the first page a borrower encounters. 355
In Ontario, payday loan regulations require lenders to provide the information on their
licence as soon as the borrower enters their website. 356 Lenders and loan brokers must make
information regarding the maximum cost allowable per $100 borrowed, the individual
borrower’s cost per $100 borrowed, and total cost of borrowing $500 (as an example) before
discussing anything about payday loans with the borrower. 357 Other regulations require lenders
to make borrowers aware of educational materials about the payday lending industry and
financial planning and offer educational materials immediately upon the borrower’s request. 358
Ontario also requires the lender to make a printable loan agreement available prior to the
borrower entering the agreement. 359
Quebec

Due to Quebec’s interest rate cap, virtually no payday lenders operate storefronts in the
province. However, several companies offer online payday loans or “cash advances”. The
premise of these products is the same as payday loans: the borrower can borrow anywhere
from $300 - $1500 (more in some cases) and is expected to pay the loan back on their next
payday.
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The CCC found 14 websites that offered payday loans to Quebec residents. Three of
these websites were Canadian-based, four were based in the United States and seven did not
disclose the location of their head office.360 Although Quebec does not have payday loan
legislation, the study reviewed whether the online lenders were compliant with interest rate
legislation. Nine of these lenders did not disclose fees for loans that were not paid on-time and
the other five lenders disclosed interest charges exceeding 35% per annum. 361
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INSTALMENT LOANS
Introduction

Instalment loans are one of the fastest growing credit products in Canada. 362 Instalment
loans are similar to payday loans, but are larger and have longer repayment periods. 363 Lenders
offer instalment loans ranging from $500 up to $15,000, with repayment periods ranging from
six months to five years.364 Instalment loans have a fixed number of payments and each
payment consists of an amount applied to the principal of the loan and interest. 365 These loans
may be attractive to borrowers because the advertised cost is usually lower than a payday loan
and carry fixed payments over a longer period of time. 366
However, these loans may carry fees that are very close to the criminal rate of interest.
In one case, the agreement expressed the annual percentage rate as 46.96%, but when
calculated by an actuary, the annual percentage rate was 57.12%. 367 Because the regulations
between the products differs, there is concern lenders may opt to provide instalment loans
only, potentially evading payday loan legislation. Manitoba, Quebec and Alberta have
responded to this concern by introducing high-cost credit product legislation that would
capture instalment loans; British Columbia has proposed regulations. A chart summarizing and
comparing these regulations is found in Appendix 2. In the rest of Canada, the criminal rate of
interest is the primary regulation instalment loan lenders face.
Legislative History

Because the dollar amount of an instalment loan may vary, there has not been
legislation that captures all instalment loans. Small, short-term loans were governed by the
Money-Lenders Act (MLA) from the turn of the twentieth century to 1939. The MLA limited
interest on loans under $500 to 12% per annum. 368 Although the MLA granted courts the power
to re-open transactions when the interest charged, including fees, exceeded 12% per annum,
the lack of a statutory definition of interest 369 meant that lenders were able to evade the
interest cap by adding additional charges and fees, which courts interpreted as not constituting
interest.370
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The MLA was repealed and replaced by the Small Loans Act in 1939. The SLA attempted
to resolve the issue of lenders evading the interest ceiling by defining the cost of the loan as
“the whole cost of the loan to the borrower, whether the same is called interest, or is claimed
as a discount, deduction from an advance, commission, brokerage, fines, penalties or charges
for inquiries, defaults or renewals or otherwise”.371 The SLA applied to loans under $1,500
(increased from $500 in 1956) and set the maximum cost of the loan to 1% per month (12% per
annum). 372 The SLA used a tiered approach to set the maximum cost for loans. 373
Evasion was still an issue with the SLA because lenders could choose to only offer loans
of more than $1,500. Credit unions, who were more likely than banks to lend small amounts,
lobbied to increase the $1,500 loan amount because the low interest rate ceiling severely
impacted their bottom line.
The federal government enacted section 347 of the Criminal Code which criminalized
agreements that carried an interest rate exceeding 60% in order to combat loansharking.374
Police forces in major cities requested the provision as there was a “direct connection between
drugs, prostitution and other organized crimes” and loansharking. 375 Section 347 has primarily
been used in civil litigation – although there has been some criminal action.
In most jurisdictions, section 347 is the primary regulation instalment loan lenders face.
Many lenders maintain compliance with section 347 by offering loans just under the criminal
interest rate.376 According to one CEO of an instalment loan lender, these higher rates are
necessary to account for the high-risk nature of these loans. 377 The criminal rate of interest is
discussed in a separate chapter, below.
Provincial Regulation

Instalment loans are often marketed to the same individuals as payday loans –
consumers with poor credit history. 378 Payday loans are regulated in eight provinces and these
regulations require lenders to be licenced, create a ceiling on fees that a lender may charge and
prohibit certain practices, such as charging non-sufficient funds fees or contacting employers
with respect to outstanding loans. Because legislation particular to instalment loans does not
exist in most jurisdictions, lenders must only comply with the criminal rate of interest and any
relevant provincial legislation, often found within a province’s Consumer Protection Act.
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Ontario

Ontario does not regulate instalment loans. Part VII of the Consumer Protection Act
governs consumer credit agreements, which requires lenders to disclose certain information to
borrowers, such as: the outstanding principal balance at the beginning of the agreement, the
total advances made to the borrower including nature, timing and amount (if there are multiple
advances), the length of the agreement, the cost of borrowing, the amortization period, the
interest rate, prepayment rights, and the amount of any payments among other things.379 Part
VII allows buyers to pay the full balance owing under a credit agreement at any time without
penalty. 380 Lenders are limited to collecting “reasonable charges” with respect to legal costs in
collecting or attempting to collect a debt, costs incurred due to a dishonored payment or costs
to register or protect a security interest.381
Instalment loan lenders are not required to be licenced. Unlike payday loans which are
limited to 50% of a borrower’s income, there is no maximum lending amount for an instalment
loan. Lenders are not barred from making concurrent instalment loans, whereas concurrent
payday loans are prohibited.382 Payday loan regulations prevent rollovers, which is obtaining a
new loan to pay an existing one, whereas instalment loans are not subject to such regulations.
One borrower claimed after she received her initial loan, she was contacted by the lender who
offered her more money. 383 A former employee of this lender corroborated this account,
claiming that sales representatives receive a commission and often call customer offering
additional loans. 384
Manitoba

Manitoba has enacted High-Cost Credit Product legislation which would likely capture
an instalment loan. Manitoba’s legislature recognized that an issue with legislating payday
loans was that lenders have found ways to circumvent the legislation. 385 The legislation defines
“high-cost credit products” broadly, including any loan or line of credit that carries an interest
rate exceeding 32% annually. 386 High-cost credit products also include loans for under $5000
with terms that include an interest rate of up to 32%, a term of 2 years or less and the payment
of a high-cost credit fee.387 A high-cost credit fee includes, but is not limited to, brokerage fees,
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credit assessment/approval fees, administrative/processing fees, default charges and fees for
exceeding the credit limit. 388
Similar terms exist for lines of credits, which some lenders have offered instead of
payday loans because of increased regulation. 389 A line of credit with a credit limit of up to
$5000 that requires the borrower to pay a high-cost credit fee, obtain authorization before
accessing the funds, repay amounts owing on a schedule that corresponds with their payday of
at least 10% of the principal amount or advance within a 30 day period is considered a high-cost
credit product.390 Credit cards, margin loans, mortgages, payday loans and credit products
offered by banks and credit unions are excluded from the legislation.391
The High-Cost Credit Product legislation requires anyone who arranges, provides or
offers high-cost credit products to be licenced. 392 The legislation requires lenders to disclose to
the borrower that the product is a high-cost credit product, their rights under the agreement,
the total cost of credit in a dollar amount and any fees associated with the product.393 Lenders
are only permitted to reprocess pre-authorized debits more than once if the borrower is not
charged a fee. 394 Borrowers may also cancel a high-cost credit agreement within 48 hours.395 In
addition to licencing fees, lenders are required to pay an annual levy of $500 to the Manitoba
Borrowers’ Financial Literacy Fund, which “funds programs and activities that improve the
financial literacy of borrowers and potential borrowers of high-cost credit products and payday
loans”. 396
Alberta & Quebec

Quebec and Alberta have passed bills that will introduce regulations similar to
Manitoba’s High-Cost Credit Product legislation. Alberta’s regime defines any credit agreement
that provides for an interest rate of 32% or more as a high-cost credit product.397 High-cost
credit lenders will need to be licenced; however, credit unions and financial institutions
regulated under the federal Bank Act are exempt. 398 The Alberta regime also prohibits several
practices, including contacting a borrower’s employer to collect an outstanding amount, using
wage assignments to collect an outstanding amount and reporting a debt to a collection agency
388
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if the borrower has notified the lender that the debt is in dispute and wants to take the matter
to court.399 Alberta’s high-cost credit product regime came into force on January 1, 2019.
Quebec’s regime uses a floating rate to determine whether an agreement is a high-cost
agreement. Any credit product that carries an interest rate 22 percentage points above the
Bank Rate of the Bank of Canada is a high-cost credit product. 400 As of August 2018, the Bank
Rate was 1.75%, meaning a credit product with an interest rate of 23.75% would be considered
a high-cost credit product. Before entering any credit agreement, lenders are required to assess
the borrower’s capacity to repay. 401 Lenders regulated under the federal Bank Act, Insurance
Companies Act, Cooperative Credit Associations Act, Trust and Loan Companies Act and the
provincial Act respecting insurance, Act respecting financial services cooperatives and the Act
respecting trust companies and savings companies are all deemed to have complied with this
requirement.402
Lenders must take into account the borrower’s monthly gross income, total monthly
housing disbursements, monthly credit expenses and the borrower’s credit report. 403 The
borrower’s expenses are then calculated as a percentage of their monthly income (the debt
ratio). The lender must provide the borrower with a document that outlines how the debt ratio
was calculated and what the borrower’s debt ratio is. 404 If a lender fails to complete this
assessment, they lose the right to claim credit charges and must refund all charges already paid
by the borrower.405 If a borrower enters a high-cost credit contract and their debt ratio exceeds
45%, the borrower is presumed to have an obligation that is excessive, harsh or
unconscionable. 406 Under section 8 of the Quebec Consumer Protection Act, a consumer may
demand that a contract be nullified or their obligations reduced if their obligation is excessive,
harsh or unconscionable.407 Quebec’s high-cost credit product legislation comes into force on
August 1, 2019.
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REMEDIES/DEFENCES FOR BORROWERS
UNCONSCIONABLE TRANSACTIONS RELIEF ACT
Introduction

Several provinces have legislation titled the Unconscionable Transactions Relief Act
(UTRA). 408 The aim of this legislation is to provide relief to a borrower when they have been
taken advantage of by a lender. 409 The UTRA allows a court to reopen a transaction and relieve
a borrower from further payments, order repayment to the borrower, revise any part of the
contract or set aside the contract when “the cost of the loan is excessive and the transaction is
harsh or unconscionable”. 410 A transaction is unconscionable when the transaction is made
absent informed consent, or in a circumstance where there is inequality in the bargaining
power of the parties.411 Courts may exercise this power in a lawsuit by the creditor to recover
money lent, or in an application by the debtor for relief, even if the loan is not due for
repayment. 412 A court also may exercise its powers under the UTRA in any proceeding where
money lent is due or will be due, if the amount owing is at issue.413
The UTRA covers any transaction that involves the repayment of money or money
lending, regardless of its actual form.414 Under the UTRA, the cost of the loan covers interest,
premiums, dues, bonuses, commissions and brokerage fees. 415 The terms “creditor” and
“debtor” are broadly defined and includes any creditor who is assigned a debt, and any person
who guaranteed a debt. 416
Legislative History

The roots of the UTRA were borrowed from the United Kingdom’s Money Lenders Act.
The Ontario Money Lenders Act (MLA) granted courts the same power to reopen, relieve and
revise contracts as the UTRA. 417 The MLA did not apply to pawnbrokers, certain corporations,
solicitors investing money for clients and those who incidentally lent money in the course of
operating their business. The MLA required a money-lending business to be registered. 418 The
Act imposed a fine of up to $200 for a first time offender, and subsequent offenders were liable
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to imprisonment for up to 6 months.419 An action against an unregistered money-lender could
only be commenced with the consent of the Crown Attorney. 420 In 1946, the MLA was repealed
and replaced with the UTRA. 421 Notably, the sections regarding registration of money lenders
were absent from the UTRA enacted in 1946.
The consumer credit industry became profitable and began to grow by 1939. 422 Banks
were generally not interested in making consumer loans, which left consumers to seek loans
from money lenders and loan sharks. 423 Parliament enacted the Small Loans Act, which allowed
small loan companies to be incorporated and provide loans of up to $500. 424 The Small Loans
Act required lenders to be licensed if the cost of the loan exceeded 12% per annum.425 The
$500 threshold was increased to $1,500 in 1956.426 Efforts to increase this amount failed and
the Small Loans Act was later repealed in 1980. 427
There was some question whether provincial UTRAs infringed on federal jurisdiction
over interest. The Supreme Court held that this legislation was constitutional and did not fall
under the federal interest head of power, nor did it conflict with the Interest Act. 428 The
Supreme Court held that the UTRA dealt with rights under a contract, which falls under the
provincial government. 429
Applying for relief

In order for a debtor to request relief under the UTRA, they must demonstrate: a) the
cost of the loan is excessive, and b) the transaction is harsh and unconscionable.430 To
determine whether these requirements have been met, a court will consider the risk with
respect to the money lent, and all of the circumstances in which the transaction took place. 431
A) The cost of the loan is excessive

A debtor could demonstrate that the cost of the loan is excessive by demonstrating the
cost of the loan constitutes a criminal interest rate under section 347 of the Criminal Code. 432 A
419
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criminal interest rate is an effective annual interest rate that exceeds 60% per annum. 433 A
debtor also may demonstrate the cost of the loan is excessive by showing they could have
obtained the loan elsewhere at a lower rate.434
If the loan was high-risk, a court may not find a high interest rate to be excessive. The
following factors establish an “obvious and substantial risk” to the lender and may justify a
higher cost of the loan: 435
(a) The borrower was unknown to the lender
(b) The borrower solicited the loan
(c) The loan was for a short period only
(d) There was urgency on the part of the borrower to obtain the funds
(e) The lender had to borrow to finance the loan
B) The transaction is harsh and unconscionable

A debtor could demonstrate the transaction was harsh and unconscionable by showing
that the terms were unfair, or there was inequality in the parties’ bargaining power, and one
party had an undue advantage because of it. 436 Whether a transaction is fair or unfair will
depend on the circumstances – what may be fair in one case may be unfair in another.437
Courts have considered the respective experience of the parties in determining whether a
particular transaction is fair. 438 A transaction may be unfair if the borrower urgently needed to
borrow and the lender took advantage of that urgent need. 439 Establishing the following factors
would indicate the transaction was fair and reasonable: 440
(a) the lender’s honesty, frankness and full disclosure in terms the borrower could
understand
(b) the loan’s risk – a higher risk may justify a higher interest rate or security
requirements
(c) the loan was reasonably consistent with prevailing market rates for a similar loan
Inequality of bargaining power means that the “weaker party’s ability to bargain is
impaired to the extent he or she is not a free agent and is not equal to protecting her or
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himself”.441 Courts have considered the following factors as demonstrating an inequality of
bargaining power: 442
(a) distress, recklessness, want of care, intoxication
(b) ignorance,
(c) lack of independent legal advice, infirmity, a party’s bargaining power is grievously
impaired by reason of his own needs and desires443
(d) lack of skill in borrowing money
Arbitration/Mediation Clauses

Many contracts contain clauses that call for arbitration or mediation in the event of a
dispute before any legal proceedings are commenced. Courts have exercised their powers
under the UTRA in spite of arbitration/mediation clauses. Both the Ontario and Manitoba
UTRAs give courts discretion to exercise their powers “in spite of any provision or agreement to
the contrary”.
In Briones v National Money Mart, the defendant payday lender sought to enforce an
arbitration clause. The plaintiff relied on the Manitoba Consumer Protection Act, the criminal
rate of interest and the UTRA. Under the UTRA, she claimed that the cost of each payday loan
was harsh and excessive. The court accepted this argument and interpreted s.3(b) of the UTRA
to mean that to the extent the mediation/arbitration clause was contrary to the UTRA, it did
not apply. 444 The plaintiff had the right to apply for relief under the UTRA, despite the
mediation/arbitration clause that she had signed. 445 This interpretation is consistent with other
jurisdictions, such as Alberta, whose UTRA is identically worded. In Young v Dollar Financial
Group, the judge ruled “neither an arbitration nor a mediation clause can preclude or prevent a
debtor from accessing the Court”. 446 Young was affirmed by the Alberta Court of Appeal and
leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was refused.
Remedies under the Act
Ontario

The UTRA gives courts a wide range of power to deal with unconscionable transactions.
This power ranges from revising the interest rate to relieving the debtor from any further
payments. Frequently, courts have revised transactions to make these transactions fairer.
In Loans Till Payday v Brereton, the court revised a payday loan’s interest rate to align it
with market rates. Although the action was brought after the amendments to the Criminal Code
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that exempted payday lenders from the criminal interest rate provision, Ontario’s payday loan
legislation had not fully come into force. 447 Brereton received a payday loan for $450 and
agreed to pay $562.50 a week later, which he failed to do. 448 The agreement stipulated several
charges if Brereton defaulted: a $500 fee if the loan was sent to collections or if legal action was
commenced against him, a $450 locate fee if any mail sent to him was returned and a 59%
interest rate on any amounts owing after the loan was due.449 Loans Till Payday sought
$1,114.32 from Brereton. 450
Loans Till Payday obtained default judgment but was only awarded $450, pre- and postjudgment interest at 18% and court costs of $185. 451 This award was upheld on appeal. Loans
Till Payday had not complied with the provisions of Ontario’s Payday Loans Act, 2008 that were
in force. 452 They had charged Brereton more than they were allowed to and failed to disclose
the annualized interest rate, which was 1,303%. 453
The court inferred that from the very nature of payday loans, there was inequality in the
parties’ bargaining power. 454 The court found that people who seek payday loans are often in
difficult financial situations and would otherwise not agree to pay the interest rates these loans
carry. 455
Manitoba

Manitoba also has unconscionable transactions relief legislation, and it is nearly
identical to Ontario’s. In Manitoba’s UTRA, a court has discretion to award costs to the creditor
when the court considers the debtor’s action frivolous or vexatious.456 The two acts also differ
with respect to the rights of a party who is assigned a debt. In Manitoba’s UTRA, an assignee is
deemed to have notice of all the circumstances regarding the loan, if the right to recover was
assigned or transferred before or within 2 years after the money is lent. 457 If the debtor
acknowledges to a lawyer the amount received, the cost of the loan and disbursement of the
loan, the assignee will not be deemed to have notice of the loan’s particulars. 458
In Quick Auto Lease Inc. v Nordin, the court used s.2 of the UTRA to relieve the
defendant borrower from any further payments. The plaintiff dealership claimed they leased a
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vehicle to the defendant, but the defendant believed she purchased the vehicle. The defendant
was charged for the residual value of the car, a lease termination fee, service charges for NSF
payments and late payments amounting to over $2000. 459
The court ruled that the essence of the transaction was a sale and not a lease. 460 The
borrower was charged 25% interest when the post-judgment interest rate of the court was 1%.
The court found this to be evidence that the interest rate was excessive in the circumstances,
even though most borrowers would have paid more than a 1% interest rate. 461 The judge also
considered the NSF/late payment fees and an $859 lease documentation fee in coming to the
conclusion that the cost of the loan was excessive. 462
In this case, the court found certain non-financial clauses in the contract provided
further evidence as to why the contract should not be enforced.463 One clause threatened the
defendant with criminal theft charges if she failed to relinquish possession of the vehicle on
expiry of the lease. 464 This clause was questionable, as the judge found that the customer still
had a right to possession of the vehicle, even though the lease had expired. The other clause
waived any rights the defendant had under the Consumer Protection Act.465 The plaintiff also
told the defendant her vehicle was equipped with an immobilizer and it would be used to
prevent her from driving the vehicle unless she paid the arrears.466 The defendant testified that
she had previously called the plaintiff, but was never advised of any arrears. 467 The judge found
this to be an “unsettling” way to deal with a customer and further evidence that the contract
should not be enforced.
Class Action Proceedings

The UTRA has been invoked in class action litigation. In a class action against payday
lender Cash Store Inc, prior to the enactment of the Criminal Code exemption and provincial
payday loan legislation, the plaintiff claimed that the broker’s fee charged by the defendant
money lender breached the UTRA, the Consumer Protection Act and the criminal rate of
interest in s.347 of the Criminal Code. 468 The broker’s fee was charged at the time the loan was
granted and at each rollover (an extension of the original loan by granting a new payday
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loan). 469 This resulted in annual interest rates of up to 1,170%. 470 The class action was certified
by the court and was later settled. 471
In Manitoba, a similar class action lawsuit was filed in 2013. The plaintiff borrower had
used the defendant lender’s payday loan service 99 times and sometimes used the defendant’s
cheque cashing service to repay the loan.472 The plaintiff sought a declaration that the cheque
cashing service was interest, which meant the interest on the payday loan exceeded the
criminal rate of interest. 473 The plaintiff invoked s. 2 of UTRA to claim repayment of all chequecashing service fees paid. 474 The loan agreement had a mediation and arbitration clause, which
the defendant sought to enforce. 475 The court dismissed the defendant’s motion to enforce the
mediation/arbitration clause. 476 This decision was upheld by the Manitoba Court of Appeal, and
a further appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was refused. 477
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CRIMINAL RATE OF INTEREST
Introduction

This chapter describes the criminal interest rate – how the provision works, the
remedies available and its use in criminal and civil actions, particularly in regards to payday
loans. Although it is criminal legislation, it generally has not been used to impose criminal
sanctions on lenders: we found only one case in which a pawnbroker was criminally charged. It
is frequently used in civil actions, however, and it has been used in many class actions against
payday lenders.
Legislative History
Small Loans Act

The federal government has the authority to create legislation regarding interest. In
1939, the Small Loans Act was enacted to regulate a growing consumer credit industry. The
preamble to the Small Loans Act (SLA) describes how usury laws were rendered ineffective by
the practices of money lenders. 478 Money lenders often charged broker fees, discounts,
commissions, and penalties that were not considered interest. These charges were actually
compensation for the use of money loaned or for accepting risk. 479 Because these charges were
not considered interest, they did not raise the nominal annual interest rate of the contract. 480
The SLA remedied this issue by defining the cost of the loan as “the whole cost of the of the
loan to the borrower whether the cost is called interest”. 481 Additional charges, such as broker
fees, discounts, commissions and penalties were included in this definition. 482
The SLA governed loans under $1,500 and applied to any person lending money except
for banks and pawnbrokers. 483 Lenders were required to be licensed, except if cost of the loan
did not exceed 1% per month (12% per annum). 484 Otherwise, the SLA set the maximum cost
for loans as follows: 485
(a) 24% per annum for loans of up to $300;
(b) 12% per annum for loans exceeding $300 but under $1000;
(c) 18% per annum for loans exceeding $1000
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For loans defined as “long-term” – more than 20 months on a loan up to $500 or more than 30
months on a loan greater than $500 – the maximum cost of a loan could not exceed 12% per
annum. 486
The SLA’s effectiveness was questioned because it only applied to loans of up to $1,500,
which by 1980, was a small amount.487 This created the possibility for lenders to easily
circumvent the SLA.488
The SLA also adversely affected credit unions, who offered smaller consumer loans more
readily than banks (who were exempted from the SLA). 489 Credit unions lobbied for the SLA’s
repeal, and the federal government acknowledged that an appeal would provide “long overdue
relief” to credit unions. 490 Previous attempts to increase the $1,500 ceiling in the SLA failed,
with MPs and the Minister of Finance noting that the ceiling did not allow credit unions to
compete in the small loans market because it was no longer profitable. 491 Another concern was
that credit unions would stop providing loans of $1,500 or less, forcing borrowers to borrow
more than they actually needed.492 With the increase in the number and type of lenders
offering loans, it was thought that a more competitive marketplace would protect
borrowers.493 After the SLA’s repeal the federal government enacted the criminal interest rate
provision into s.347 (then s.305.1) of the Criminal Code.
Criminal Code Criminal Interest Rate Provision

The intent of the criminal interest rate provision was to combat loansharking. 494
Loansharking was rampant in major cities such as Montreal, whose police force requested the
provision to fight loansharking. 495 This sentiment was echoed in Ontario courts in R v Chomski.
The judge summarized debates before the Senate Committee on Banking, Trade and
Commerce, noting that police forces in major cities requested the provision because there was
a “direct connection between…organized crimes” and loansharking.496 Affected borrowers were
often working class and precariously employed.497 The provision sought to impose harsher
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consequences for loansharking and to encourage courts to offer substantial fines or prison
sentences. 498
Section 347 covered both commercial and consumer loans using broad language. This
provision makes it a crime to enter into an agreement or arrangement to receive interest at a
criminal rate, which is defined as exceeding 60% per annum. However, drafters of the provision
contemplated larger, longer term loans as opposed to small, short-term loans. 499 These smaller,
shorter-term loans, often known as payday loans, caught the attention of Parliament.500 Payday
lenders were accused of offending s.347 as their loans often carried interest rates over 60%
when all additional fees were considered.501 Payday lenders argued that the fees charged were
not interest. 502 Payday lenders became defendants in several class action lawsuits, which
invoked s.347. 503
Parliament responded by passing Bill C-26 which amended s.347 to exempt payday
lenders from the provision if the province had enacted legislation regulating payday lenders.
This delegated the power to legislate payday lenders to the provinces.
Payday lenders were exempt from s.347, if all of the following were met: 504
(a) the loan is $1,500 or less and the term of the loan is 62 days or less;
(b) the lender is licensed or authorized by provincial law to enter a loan agreement;
(c) the province is designated under subsection (3)
Provinces must request to be designated.505 In order to be designated, a province must have
legislation in place to protect payday loan borrowers, which imposes limits on the total cost of
payday loans. 506
Requirements Under the Provision

S.347 (1) of the Criminal Code makes it a crime to receive or enter an agreement or
arrangement to receive an interest payment that exceeds 60% per annum. 507 Interest under
s.347 is defined broadly and includes any charge or expense payable on credit advanced. 508
Interest does not include insurance charges, official fees, overdraft charges or required deposit
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balances. 509 The provision describes these charges as follows: 510
(a) insurance charges are the cost of insuring the risk assumed by the lender (provided
they do not exceed the amount advanced);
(b) official fees are fees payable to any governmental authority to properly register
security used for the purpose of granting credit;
(c) overdraft charges are charges from a credit union or caisse populaire for creating or
increasing an overdraft balance that do not exceed $5
There are two offences under s.347(1). These offences are not mutually exclusive and
violating either of them is sufficient to violate s.347. 511 The first offence (the “agreeing
offence”) is entering an agreement to receive interest at a criminal rate. 512 Courts have
interpreted this offence narrowly by looking at the requirements of the contract.513 If the
contract requires interest to be paid at a criminal rate, the contract is illegal. For example, a
contract requiring interest of 61% per annum is illegal. A contract that requires payment of
interest over a period that will give rise to an annual interest rate that exceeds the criminal rate
is also illegal.514 For example, a loan of $100 payable at 10% interest per month for a term of
one year is illegal because it requires interest to be paid at an effective annual rate of 120%.
The second offence (the “receiving offence”) is receiving an interest payment or partial
interest payment at a criminal rate.515 For this offence, there is a presumption that parties who
receive full or partial payments of interest at criminal rates have knowledge that the payment
was made at a criminal rate, if there is no evidence to the contrary.516 This offence is
interpreted broadly, regardless of the interest rate in the contract. 517 Liability under the
“receiving offence” may be subject to a “wait and see” approach. 518 If the repayment period
and total interest paid are unknown, it is not possible to calculate the effective annual interest.
Therefore, liability under the “receiving offence” may be unknown and one may need to “wait
and see” until the actual amount of interest and repayment period are known.
An agreement that has an interest rate lower than the criminal rate may eventually
become illegal. This may occur when the repayment period is not defined in the contract.
Lenders who make contracts with ambiguous terms bear the risk of violating s.347 if the loan
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reaches a point where the interest received exceeds the criminal rate.519 The relevant period is
the repayment period and not the term set out in the contract. 520 For example, an agreement
to loan $100 at 10% interest per month for an undefined period becomes illegal after the sixth
month.
If the loan reaches a criminal rate of interest due to a voluntary act of the borrower,
s.347 is not violated.521 A voluntary act is described as “an act wholly within the control of the
debtor and not compelled by the lender or by the occurrence of a determining event set out in
the agreement”. 522
The criminal rate of interest does not apply to persons other than banks if the loan is
$1,500 or less, the lender is licensed to enter into loan agreements and the province where
transaction occurs is designated by the federal government. Provinces may be designated if
they have payday loan legislation that protects borrowers and limits the total cost of such
loans. 523
Criminal Convictions under the Provision

Any criminal proceedings under s.347 must be approved by the Attorney General of
Canada. 524 Section 347 carries a punishment of up to 6 months’ imprisonment and/or a $25,000
fine on summary conviction. 525 If guilty of an indictable offence, s.347 carries a punishment of
up to 5 years’ imprisonment.526
In R v Duzan, a pawnbroker was charged and convicted under s.347. The pawnbroker
appealed, questioning whether criminal liability should be imposed when the interest paid was
solely determined by the pledger’s repayments.527 The court decided the pawnbroker must
bear responsibility for the offending interest charges because it designed the agreement.528 The
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court dismissed the pawnbroker’s appeal, noting that the pawnbroker could have designed the
arrangement so it would not violate s.347. 529
In R v Saikaley, the accused made several private loans to individuals at varying amounts
and interest rates. 530 He was charged with 16 counts of charging a criminal rate of interest
along with 2 counts of extortion and other drug trafficking offences. 531 Ultimately, he was
convicted on the extortion and drug trafficking offences, but a new trial was ordered for the
counts of charging a criminal rate of interest. The Crown characterized the accused as a loanshark, preying on those who could not afford to repay the money borrowed by charging
exorbitant interest rates.532 Because the loans were not repaid, the defence argued the
effective annual rate was impossible to calculate.533 The defence also raised a mistake of fact
defence, arguing the accused did not know how the monthly interest payments could lead to an
illegal interest rate.534
The judge rejected the defence’s mistake of fact defence, but accepted their arguments
regarding the unpaid loans. 535 Relying on Degelder, a civil case, which held liability for receiving
interest at a criminal rate may rest on a ‘wait and see’ approach, the judge dismissed six
charges of receiving interest payments at a criminal rate. 536 Because of a lack of evidence
regarding repayment terms, the judge found that calculating the effective rate of interest
would be impossible. 537 The judge found the accused guilty of five counts of agreeing to receive
interest payments at a criminal rate.538
On appeal, a new trial was ordered because the trial judge erred in applying the
presumption of knowledge in s.347(3) to the charges of agreeing to receive interest payments
at a criminal rate.539 The wording of s.347(3) states the presumption of knowledge is applicable
to those who receive interest payments at a criminal rate. The appeal court did not decide
whether the presumption could potentially apply to “agreeing offences”. 540
Use in Civil Actions

The criminal rate of interest has been the subject of several civil actions. A borrower
may use the criminal rate of interest to demonstrate that the cost of a loan is excessive when
529
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applying for relief under the Unconscionable Transactions Relief Act (UTRA). 541 Payday lenders
have been harshly scrutinized for charging criminal rates of interest by the courts. Prior to the
enactment of provincial payday loan legislation and the Criminal Code exemption, the criminal
rate of interest was used to demonstrate that the cost of the loan was excessive.
In Ontario, courts have reduced the interest rates payday lenders may recover if the
interest rate charged exceeds the criminal rate. This has been achieved through the UTRA,
which gives the courts the power to revise any part of a contract when the cost of the loan is
excessive and the transaction is harsh and unconscionable 542. Payday loans have frequently
exceeded the criminal rate of interest when all fees and charges are considered as they may be
considered interest for the purposes of the provision.
In 2011, Cash Shop, a payday loan lender, brought action against several borrowers for
unpaid payday loans. The court released 8 identical judgements denying Cash Shop’s request to
recover principal, interest, a $350 collection fee and pre- and post- judgment interest at 59%
per annum. The court awarded Cash Shop the principal amount, $200 court costs and pre- and
post-judgment interest at 18% per annum in each case. All of the borrowers signed a standard
form and each was found to exceed the criminal rate of interest (an “agreeing offence”). In one
case, a one-week payday loan of $700 carried a $120 interest charge, which was equivalent to
an annualized rate of 1,042.85%. 543 All the borrowers were relieved under the UTRA, with the
court inferring there was inequality of bargaining power from the very nature of the loan. 544
The court noted payday loan borrowers are often in difficult financial situations and would
otherwise not agree to pay such high interest rates. 545

Remedies

In s.347, there are no explicit remedies for borrowers who were charged an illegal
interest rate. The Supreme Court of Canada ruled there is a “spectrum of remedies available to
judges to deal with contracts that violate s.347”. 546 This may include voiding the entire contract
or severing the parts of the contract that violate s.347 or reducing interest rates to comply with
s.347. 547
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The court took a flexible approach to dealing with statutory illegality and identified four
considerations when deciding whether a contract should be voided for illegality in its entirety
or partially enforced.548 These considerations are: 549
(a) whether the purpose or policy of s.347 would be subverted by severance;
(b) whether the parties entered into the agreement for an illegal purpose or with an evil
intention;
(c) the relative bargaining position of the parties and their conduct in reaching the
agreement;
(d) the potential for the debtor to enjoy an unjustified windfall
Because the purpose of s.347 is to prevent loan-sharking, the Court ruled that lower
courts must exercise caution when dealing with contracts that do not involve loan sharking.550
However, the Court recognized the importance of context; for example, a contract between
sophisticated parties may result in illegal interest rates being read down to conform with
s.347. 551 Although the decision does not explicitly mention consumer loans, a judge would likely
reduce an illegal interest rate on a consumer loan to an interest rate that reflects market
conditions at the time of the loan. A judge also would have the discretion to relieve the
borrower from the debt obligation completely, if needed to denounce a serious violation of
s.347. 552
The previous test, the “blue-pencil” test, was found to be problematic. The “blue-pencil”
tests the appropriateness of severance by determining whether an illegal contract can become
legal by drawing a line through the illegal portions. 553 The problem with the “blue-pencil” test
was that it created a new agreement for the parties and its results could be arbitrary,
depending on how the contract was drafted.554 The original intentions of the parties forming
the contract is paramount. The preferred method of severance is a contextual approach that
would remedy the illegality, but remain as close as possible to the original intentions of the
parties.555
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS/EMGERGING ISSUES
OPEN BANKING
Introduction: What Is Open Banking?

Open banking is a framework under which consumers have the right to share their
banking information with other financial service providers. 556 Under the current framework,
banks have complete control over consumer information, and cannot disclose information
except with consumer consent or under limited circumstances (e.g. if required by regulators).557
Canadian financial institutions currently also restrict consumers from giving their bank account
information to others. This is driven by concerns of fraud and misuse of customer
information. 558 However, under an open banking framework, customers are given the power to
decide who can view their banking information and can share their banking information
instantly with other financial institutions and non-banks. 559 Third-party platform developers
such as Amazon, Google, Apple, and financial technology companies are eager to enter the
banking sphere. 560
Benefits of Open Banking

Open banking has the potential to disrupt the financial services sector and increase
competition. Fintech companies have a large interest in gaining access to customers’ banking
information so that they may offer competitive pricing or other services to customers. Banks
and third parties can use the financial data that customers share with them and develop new
apps and platforms.
Open banking requires information sharing that is made possible by an Application
Programming Interface (API). An API is a software intermediary that allows two applications to
talk to each other and provide access to open data, and secure shared access to private data.561
For example, an API is how online travel services such as Expedia and Kayak aggregate
information from multiple airline databases for consumers. The API gathers information from
the airline about seats, baggage options, etc., and then takes the airline’s response and delivers
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it back to the online travel service, and then to the consumer. 562 In a similar fashion, banks and
third-party developers can use APIs to create apps that host a wide variety of services such as
managing multiple bank accounts, finding loans, and handling accounting.563
According to a survey conducted by Accenture, all but one of 100 payments executives
at large global banks said their bank plans to make major investments in open banking
initiatives by 2020. 564 Traditional banks face the threat of new entrants (e.g. fintech companies)
and over half of all bank executives surveyed believe that they will be forced to implement
open banking initiatives to compete. 565 In addition, consumer expectations are also changing
and 41% of consumers in North America said they are comfortable giving online bank account
credentials to a third party. 566
Potential Risks

Recent data breaches at companies such as Uber and Equifax indicate that the benefits
of open banking must be weighed against the threat of data breaches and cybersecurity issues.
The likelihood of a data breach increases the more places that data is stored in or made
available through. 567 Under an open banking initiative, there would be a high degree of
interconnectedness amongst banks and third-party companies, and a successful cyber attack
against one institution or provider could spread widely within the entire financial system.568
The Government of Canada intends to work with Public Safety Canada to determine what
regulatory changes are needed for cyber security and make Canada a leader in the promotion
of safe and secure services. 569
Current Initiatives
Europe

Under the U.K.’s Open Banking Standard and Europe’s Revised Payments Services
Directive (PSD2), as of January 13, 2018, banks must grant third-party providers access to a
customer’s online account or payment services.
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Britain became the first in the world to launch an “open banking” initiative, changing
how banks operate and offering new opportunities for non-banks to enter the financial services
market. 570 The UK government investigated the supply of retail banking services and concluded
that there was a need to improve competition and choice, and this resulted in the ‘Open
Banking’ initiative. 571 The nine largest UK retail banks and building societies, including Barclays,
HSBC, and Santander, are legally required to allow certain customer information to be shared
securely online with other regulated companies, and other banks and building societies can
voluntarily do the same.572 The information sharing is done through APIs and Open Banking is
standardizing the APIs that banks and building societies use so that all company apps and
websites can communicate using a common approach.573 To protect customer information,
data is encrypted, and only companies regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, a financial
regulatory body that operates independently of the UK Government, can use it. In May 2018,
the UK will enact the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that includes fines of up
to €20 million, or 4% of the company’s turnover, for companies that do not have proper data
protection measures.574
The PSD2 is administered by the European Commission to regulate payment services
and providers throughout the European Union. 575 The purpose of the PSD2 is to better protect
consumers, promote the development and use of online and mobile payments and make crossborder European payment services more secure. 576 Under the PSD2, there is an Access to
Account (XS2A) rule that mandates banks or other account-holding payment service providers
to facilitate secure access to customer information via APIs. 577 The PSD2 is estimated to
increase operating costs for banks as they must implement heightened security and launch APIs
to share customer information. In addition, as non-banks such as Amazon and Apple begin to
enter the financial services sector, banks will face increased competition.
Canada

Currently, the Department of Finance is engaging in a consultation process that includes
a review of statutory language. The Department is seeking views on whether to clarify and
modernize the type of information and technology activities that federally regulated financial
institutions are allowed to undertake in-house. Further, the Department intends, as part of its
broader federal financial regulation review, to examine the merits of open banking including a
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look into how other jurisdictions are implementing open banking and the potential benefits and
risks for Canadians. 578
Open Banking and Financial Inclusion

Open banking can promote financial inclusion and enable traditionally underserved
customers to access financial services that were not previously available.579 The innovative
technologies created under the open banking regime can widen access to financial products
such as credit, debt advice and financial advice. 580 For example, credit providers can share
limited data on “thin file” consumers to advance financial inclusion and pool together limited
information. 581 Traditional credit scoring has been criticized for the narrow set of data it uses,
and having a wider variety of information could result in a more transparent and accurate
credit scores. 582 European banking services provider, “figo”, aggregates financial sources from
thousands of banks and financial institutions. 583 The company’s platform enables third parties
to access data from more than 55 million online banking accounts and financial sources such as
processed data of the bank accounts, credit cards, deposits, and Paypal accounts.584 With figo,
the credit applicant can securely share his or her banking data with the credit provider who can
then conduct a digital account check and get an overview of the consumer’s salary, income and
structure of expenses. 585 Open banking can result in services such as figo that enable people
who were previously excluded to access suitable credit products.
Further, open banking can provide consumers with improved insights on how to manage
their money. As identified by Prosper Canada, innovative new technology can help achieve a
more inclusive financial marketplace through methods such as: designing accounts to make it
easier for consumers to avoid penalties and extra fees, enabling consumers to set predefined
spending limits, and sending real-time messages when consumers make sub-optimal financial
choices. 586 Open banking has resulted in the rise of Personal Financial Management (PMF)
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platforms that use APIs to aggregate all of a consumer’s accounts in one place. 587 Compiling all
of this data may be difficult for a consumer, especially a low-income one, to do on their own
and PMF’s can help simplify financial information and allow the consumer to gain insight on
their spending behaviour. 588
Consumer experts have concerns that the same tools that can increase financial
inclusion have the power to create obstacles that undermine its potential.589 There are
concerns that open banking can lead to both digital exclusion and financial exclusion, especially
amongst low-income individuals. 590 Traditionally excluded consumers such as low-income
individuals, the elderly, those in rural areas and in the North, may not have access to, or the
confidence to use, the technology that many of these new platforms require. 591 As a result,
these consumers may be excluded and unable to reap the benefits of the various financial tools
and services that open banking can produce. In addition, there is concern that simply giving an
individual the “tools” to manage his or her money is not the same as giving them the
“behaviours” that will enable them to be financially capable.592
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Appendix 1 - Payday Loans Provincial Chart
Province 1

Ontario

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)

Right of
rescission

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans

$15

50% of the
borrower’s net
income 2.

N/A

Yes – two
business days

Extended Payment Plan:
opt to pay loan back in
equal instalments over
multiple pay periods if 3
loans advanced within a
63-day period without
any service fees for
doing so
Rollovers: prohibited

Yes – borrower entitled to refund
for any illegal payments (within
one year of making the payment).
If lender does not refund, buyer is
allowed to recover in the Superior
Court of Justice. Borrowers are
only liable for the principal
amount of the loan when dealing
with an unlicensed lender.

Yes – within
2 business
days

Extensions: lenders may
only charge 5% of the
principal amount to
extend a loan.
Replacements: if a
borrower is receiving a

Yes – borrower entitled to refund
of all charges if cost of loan
exceeds prescribed amount.

Payday Loans
Act, 2008

Max term of 62
days

Manitoba

The Consumer
Protection
Amendment
Act (Payday

$17

30% of the
borrower’s net
income 3.
Max term of 62
days

“Reasonable” charges.
Lender may not reprocess a PAD if the
borrower would incur
any charges. If the
lender re-processes a
PAD and the
borrower is charged,
the borrower is not
liable for the cost of
borrowing and may
recover any charges
already paid from the
lender.
Yes – 2.5% of the
$20. A PAD can only
amount in default be processed once. A
per month (cannot lender may process a
be compounded
PAD a second time if
and may only be
the borrower is not
charged once in 30 charged a fee by the

Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador and Prince Edward Island are all designated
under section 347.1(3) of the Criminal Code. This means the criminal rate of interest does not apply to payday loans within these provinces. Quebec is not designated.
2 Net income is calculated by reviewing the borrower’s net income for the most recent calendar month, excluding any amounts received from any loans or other forms of
credit.
3 Net income is calculated by reviewing the borrower’s income from all sources in the most recent calendar month minus any compulsory or voluntary deductions.
1
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Province 1

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Loans) 2006;
The Consumer
Protection
Amendment
Act (Payday
Loans), 2009;
The Payday
Loans
Regulation

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)
days. The fee
cannot be charged
if the borrower is
receiving a
replacement loan)

Right of
rescission

lender or their
financial institution
to re-process it.

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans
replacement loan, the
total cost of credit
cannot exceed 5% of the
principal amount of the
replacement loan.
If a borrower requests
another loan within 7
days of repaying a
previous loan, the total
cost of credit cannot
exceed 5% of the
principal amount of the
new loan.

(Regulation
99/2007); The

Payday Loans
Regulation,
amendment
(Regulation
3/2009); The

Payday Loans
Regulation,
amendment
(Regulation
50/2010)
Alberta

Payday Loans
Regulation
(part of the

$15

Minimum term of Yes – 2.5% per
42 days
month (cannot be
compounded)

Max $25 NSF fee.
Lenders are
prohibited from
reprocessing a PAD
unless the second

Yes – within
2 business
days

Rollovers are prohibited.

Yes – any breach by the lender
bars collection of any fees
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Province 1

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)

Consumer
Protection Act)

British
Columbia

Payday Loans
Regulation
(part of the

Business
Practices and
Consumer
Protection Act)

$15

50% of the
borrower’s net
income
Max term of 62
days

Yes – 30% per
annum on the
principal amount

attempt is for the
same amount
(excluding the NSF
fee) and is attempted
within 30 days since
the lender received
notification of the
dishonoured payment
OR with the
borrower’s consent.
Max $20

Right of
rescission

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans

Yes – within
2 business
days

Concurrent and rollover
loans are prohibited.
Payment Plan: If the
borrower is receiving
their third loan in 2
months, they have the
option of repaying the
loan in 3 bi-weekly
payments.

Yes – borrowers entitled to
refunds of any payments
exceeding the maximum cost of
the loan. A lender is barred from
collecting any fees if it
contravenes the legislation such as
using the borrower’s personal
information to market other
products, providing a payday loan
on the condition the borrower
purchases or uses other products
and services, requesting or
requiring the borrower to repay
either the principal or cost of
borrowing before the loan is due.
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Province 1

Saskatchewan

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)

Right of
rescission

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans

$17

50% of the
borrower’s net
income

Yes – 30% per
annum on the
principal amount

Max $25. Charged
once, regardless of
actual number of NSF
payments.

Yes – by end
of the next
business day

Concurrent and rollover
loans are prohibited.

Max $20 for each NSF
payment. A lender
may only reprocess a
PAD once if it does
not charge a fee to the
borrower and only
attempts to reprocess
the same amount
within 30 days after
the first attempt was
dishonoured.
Yes – Max $40 per
loan

Yes – within
2 business
days

The Payday
Loans Act

New
Brunswick

$15

30% of the
borrower’s net
income

$22

N/A

Cost of Credit
Disclosure and
Payday Loans
Act

Nova Scotia

Consumer
Protection Act
and Payday
Lenders
Regulations

Yes – interest of
2.5% per month
on the outstanding
amount (cannot be
compounded and
only charged once
in a 30-day
period).

Yes – by the
end of the
next business
day

Extensions are permitted
provided the lender does
not charge any fees or
interest for doing so.
No – concurrent and
rollover loans are
prohibited. An
extension may be
permitted if the
borrower is not charged
any additional fee aside
from the allowed
interest.

The borrower and lender
may negotiate a renewal
or extension.
Rollovers and
concurrent loans are
prohibited.

Yes – borrower entitled to recover
all fees charged if lender charges
in excess of permitted fees or fees
not permitted under the
legislation

Yes – borrower entitled to refund
of all fees if lender charges more
than permitted under the
legislation

Yes – borrower entitled to refund
of all fees if lender charges any
fees before the loan is due or
grants a rollover or discounts the
loan
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Province 1

Prince Edward
Island

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)

Right of
rescission

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans

$25

N/A

Yes – “Reasonable” “Reasonable charges”
charges
(charges that reflect
the cost the lender
incurs due to a
dishonoured
payment). Lenders
may not reprocess a
PAD if it would result
in the borrower
paying a fee.

Yes – within
2 days (if the
lender is
closed, by the
end of the
next business
day the
lender is
open)

Concurrent loans are
prohibited.

Payday Loans
Act and Payday
Loans Act
Regulations

A lender may not enter
into a new agreement
with a borrower unless 7
days have elapsed since
the borrower’s last loan
was paid in full.
Rollovers and extensions
are prohibited.

Newfoundland
and Labrador

Payday Loans
Regulations
(under the

Consumer
Protection and
Business
Practices Act)
and Payday
Loans
Licensing

$21

50% of the
borrower’s net
income

Yes – Interest rate
of 2.5% (cannot be
compounded)

$20 fee for each
dishonoured PAD.

Yes – within
2 business
days

Rollovers and
concurrent loans are
prohibited.
An extension is
prohibited if the lender
imposes any additional
charges aside from the
allowed interest rate.

Yes – a borrower will not be liable
for fees if the lender breaches
payday loan legislation, including:
using personal information to
market other products, providing
a payday loan on the condition the
borrower purchases or uses other
products and services, requesting
or accepting a wage assignment as
part of a payday loan agreement or
requiring the borrower to repay
either the principal or cost of
borrowing before the loan is due.
Yes – borrower is not liable for
any amounts exceeding the
principal amount if the lender:
charges a cost over $21 per $100
lent, charges any prohibited fees,
grants a rollover loan or if the
lender engages in a prohibited
practice such as stating or
implying a payday loan will
improve the borrower’s credit
rating or requiring the borrower
to accept other services in order to
receive a payday loan (tied
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Province 1

Regulations
(under the

Consumer
Protection and
Business
Practices Act)

Max. Cost
(per $100
borrowed)

Max. Loan
Amount and
Term

Charges on Default NSF fees and PreAuthorized Debits
(PAD)

Right of
rescission

Rollovers, Extensions and Remedies for lender breaches
Concurrent Loans
selling).

Appendix 2 - Provincial High-Cost Credit Product Chart
Type of
Province
Products
Covered
Manitoba Any loan or line
of credit,
excluding credit
The
Consumer cards, margin
Protection loans, mortgages,
Amendment payday loans and
Act (High- credit products
Cost Credit offered by banks
Products) and credit unions

Alberta
The High-

1

Interest Rate

Licensing
Requirement

Greater than 32%
(annually)

Yes – anyone who
arranges, offers or
provides high-cost
products must be
licensed

Certain loans and
lines of credit are
considered high-cost
credit products even
if the interest rate is
under 32% 1

Any credit
32% or greater
agreement
(inclusive of all
excluding payday mandatory fees)

Pre-Authorized
Debits
(PAD)
Lender may only
repeatedly process a
PAD if the borrower
is not charged any
fees or penalties.
No maximum fee is
set for dishonored
payments.

Yes – anyone who
offers, arranges or
enters into a high-

Lender may only
repeatedly process a
PAD if it is the same

Cancellation

Borrower may cancel
within 48 hours
(excluding Sundays
and holidays).

Prohibited Practices

Remedies for the
borrower

Processing
unauthorized PADs
Stating a high-cost
credit product will
improve a borrower’s
credit rating if that
statement is
inaccurate

A borrower may
cancel at any time if
they were not notified
of their right to cancel
or if the lender’s
notice to the borrower Offering an incentive
was inadequate (not in to enter a high-cost
compliance with the
credit agreement
legislation).
Assisting unlicensed
lenders to offer,
arrange or provide
high-cost credit
products
Borrower may cancel Contacting 3rd parties
any continuing
with respect to the
optional service on 30 loan or outstanding

The borrower may
request a refund for
any cancelled

In Manitoba, loans that are under $5000 for a term of 2 years or less and require payment of a high-cost credit fee are considered high-cost credit products. A high-cost credit fee includes
brokerage fees, credit assessment/approval fees, administrative/processing fees, advance or draw fees, fees to access the funds or set up the account, cash card fees, default charges and fees for
exceeding the credit limit. High-cost credit fees do not include fees or penalties for dishonored payments. The fee can be any amount.
A line of credit with a credit limit up to $5000 that requires: (a) authorization before accessing funds, (b) payment of a high-cost credit fee, (c) repayments that correspond with the borrower’s
payday of at least 10% of the principal amount or advance within a 30-day period is considered a high-cost credit product.
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Cost Credit
Regulation
(part of the
Consumer
Protection
Act)

2

loans

cost credit agreement
must be licensed 2

amount as the first
debt (along with a
fee) and processed
within 30 days after
lender receives notice
of a dishonored
payment OR with the
borrower’s consent

days’ notice or shorter
if the agreement
explicitly states the
cancellation period

amount 3
Charging more than
the prescribed amount
for dishonored PADs

optional services if
they were charged
for such services
after cancellation

Contacting any person
in a manner that
constitutes
harassment (using
threatening, profane,
intimidating or
coercive language,
using undue or
excessive or
unreasonable pressure
and using telephone,
e-mail or other
methods of contact
(excluding traditional
mail) to call or send
messages
excessively.)

The following businesses are exempted from Alberta’s licensing requirement: public utilities with respect to sale of services, life insurance companies with respect to a loan to the insured secured
against the policy’s cash surrender value, municipalities or Metis settlements with respect to payment of taxes, financial institutions regulated under the Bank Act or relevant provincial and federal
student loan legislation, credit unions and ATB Financial.
3
In Alberta, a lender may contact 3rd parties to obtain the borrower’s residential address, personal or work telephone number for the purposes of collecting or attempting to collect an outstanding
payment. If the lender is initiating or initiated legal proceedings, they may contact the borrower’s employer for the purposes of collecting or attempting to collect an outstanding payment.
Otherwise, a lender is not permitted to contact the borrower’s employer to collect an outstanding payment. A borrower cannot be contacted at work with respect to the loan if they have specifically
requested so and made reasonable arrangements to discuss the loan and adheres to those arrangements.
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Quebec 4
An Act
mainly to
modernize
rules
relating to
consumer
credit and
to regulate
debt
settlement
service
contracts,
high-cost
credit
contracts
and loyalty
programs
(Bill 134) –
an
amendment
to the
Québec
Consumer
Protection
Act

4

Any credit
contract

The borrower’s debt
ratio may not exceed
45% 5
Floating Interest
Rate: Bank of
Canada Bank Rate +
22 percentage points 6

Yes – any merchant
that enters into a
high-cost credit
contract must be
licenced

Borrower may cancel
within 10 days after
each party (lender and
borrower) receives a
copy of the credit
agreement

Advancing credit
without completing an
assessment of the
borrower’s capacity to
repay (banks, trust &
loan companies and
credit unions that are
in compliance with
federal or Quebec
statutes and
regulations are
deemed to have
complied with the
assessment
requirement).
Failing to disclose
interest rates

Any borrower with a
debt ratio exceeding
45% that enters into
a credit contract is
presumed to have an
obligation that is
harsh, excessive, or
unconscionable and
may demand the
contract be nullified
In addition, the
lender loses the right
to any charges under
the credit agreement
and must refund any
charges the borrower
has already paid.

Quebec’s high-cost credit product legislation comes into force on August 1, 2019.
The lender is required to assess the borrower’s capacity to repay before entering the contract and provide the borrower with a copy of the assessment. The assessment involves computing the
percentage of the borrower’s income that goes towards expenses (the debt ratio).
6
As of May 2019, the Bank of Canada Bank Rate was 1.5%, meaning a credit contract carrying an interest rate of 23.5% would be considered a high-cost credit product in Quebec.
5
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British
Columbia 7
Business
Practices
and
Consumer
Protection
Amendment
Act, 2019
(Bill 7) – a
proposed
amendment
to the
Business
Practices
and
Consumer
Protection
Act

Any credit
product
excluding payday
loans, mortgages
and other
prescribed
products 8

A lender may not
charge an interest
rate that exceeds the
prescribed rate 9

Yes

A lender may only
process a preauthorized debit once
A lender may not
charge any other
additional fees unless
prescribed by
legislation

Borrower may cancel
within 1 day of
entering the
agreement (provided
the lender is open)

Lender may not
advertise that a highcost credit product
will improve a
borrower’s credit
rating if it will not do
so
Offering any
incentive to enter a
high-cost credit
agreement
Accepting a wage
assignment.

Borrower may cancel
if they are not
notified of their right
to cancel upon
entering the
agreement
Borrower may cancel
if the lender fails to
provide an
agreement that
conforms to the
legislation.
Borrower may cancel
if the lender
contravenes any
provision of the
high-cost credit
product legislation.
If the borrower is
charged any
prohibited fee or a
prohibited interest
rate, the borrower is
not liable for any
amount aside from

7

British Columbia’s high-cost credit product legislation is not currently law. It has passed a first reading in B.C.’s legislative assembly.
The proposed legislation will also cover renewals, extensions or amendments of high-cost credit agreements. The legislation excludes products offered by savings institutions and prescribed
classes of high-cost credit grantors (likely entities regulated by federal or provincial legislation)
9
B.C. has not currently published an interest rate that would trigger the high-cost credit product legislation. If B.C. does not publish a prescribed interest rate, then the federal criminal interest rate
applies (an interest rate exceeding 60% per annum).
8
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the principal amount
of the advance.

